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Dear Mr. Check:

RESPONSES TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 110.78
.

Reference: Letter, T. P. Speis to L. W. Caffey, "CRBRP Reques' for _

Additional Information," dated December 1,1976. --

This letter formally responds to your request for additional information
contained in the referenced letter.

,

Enclosed is a response to Question 110.78 which contains current information
concerning the dynamic and static analysis used to determine the structural
and functional integrity of selected seismic Category I components. This
response was prepared from the actual structural evaluation plans for the
components and demonstrates satisfaction of ASME code requirements. Please =

note, Question 110.78 was the only question outstanding at the time the
licensing process was resumed in Sep ..ber 1 1.
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Ouestion 110.78

The response to Question 110.58 is unsatisf actory. The staff must be assured
that the methods to be used in dynamic and static analysis to determine the
structural and functional Integrity of Seismic Category I components and
supports are adequate. Of principal concern is the assurance that the
Enalytical models will adequately represent the physical situations of
concern, i.e., proper failure modes (static and creep-fatigue rupture,
vibrational distortions, stability and deformations), adequate constituative
relationships (elastic, inelastic, viscoelastic, degradation with time),
compatible boundary conditions, realistic component material properties,

j Also of concern to the staf f is the adequacy of the computer programs to
produce sound quantitative results. Some recognized computer programs are
capouse of producing excellent results for one class of component models and
possibly not provide accurate results for others. Convincing evidence must be
presented to demonstrate that the computer programs used really are adequate.

Supporting tests are generally required to directly verify the structural
capabilities of components, and to confirm the analytical methods used. Such
tests can be either component model or prototype tests. The staff must be
assured that such tests indeed accomplish their purpose.

Include the information in items I through 5 below for the following HTS
components:

Reactor Vessel

Piping Systems
!

PHTS Pump

IHX

IHTS Pump
.

'

Superheater

Evaporator

Line Valves

Pressure Relief Valves

1. Identify the specific failure modes which are expected to dominate the
component design and the loading conditions associated therewith. For
larger and more complicated components several critical areas will arise.
Identify the failure modes for each of these areas.

! Q110.7 8-1
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2. Indicate the degree to which elestic, simpiifled inelestic, detalIed
Inelastic, and visco elastic (creep) methods of analysis will be used in
design Interactions. Also, summarize the time dependent and cyclic
structural analysis that will be performed, i.e., vibration, stability,

and creep-fatigue analysis. bescribe the basic details of these methods.
State the primary assumptions associated with each analysis. Indicate how
component degradation over life of the component will be treated in the

~

analytical methods.

3. Identify and summarize those structural tests that will be performed in
support of the analysis methods or the actual verification of the
component siructure in lieu of analysis.

4. Indicate how analysis or testing of components from other programs, such
as the FFTF, will be adapted into the overall procedure to verify the
adequacy of CRBR component design. Summarize or reference the methods
used, assumptions made, and the results of such analysis or tests. If the

analysis or test has not been performed, summarized the approach to be
used in these programs.

5. Iderrify and briefly describe the major computer prograrns which will be
useu in the various analyses (Ref. Question 110.27). The adequacy of
these programs for specific application must be provided.

Resoonse:

The following material in this response deals with satisf action of ASE Code
Requirements. These components also have been analyzed for Structural Margin
Beyond the Design Base (SNBDB) conditions as discussed in Reference 10a of
PSAR Section 1.6.

.
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Resoonse for Reactor Vessel

The methods used in the static and dynamic analyses of the Reactor Vessel (RV)
to determine the adequacy of the structural and f unctional Integrity are
summarized in this response.

The' RV is a top ring-supported cylindrical structure with a tortspherical
bottom head. It is roughly 57 feet long with a dieneter of about 20 feet.
The sodium-containing portion is all stainless steel designed f or 9000F in the
outlet plenum region and 7750F in the inlet plenum region. The top flange of
the vessel and the vessel support ring are f abricated of SA 508 Class 2
low-al loy forgings. There is an inconel 600 transition section between the
low-alloy forgings at the top and the stainless steel in the renalnder of the
vessel.

The vessel walls and outlet, makeup, and overflow nozzle penetrations are
cooled by primary sodium coolant bypass flow to keep the steady-state metal
temperature below or equal to 9000F during normal operation and to reduce the
rate of vessel wall temperature change during operation transients.

The RV is supported from its upper end. The vessel support system
cccommodates dead weight, seismic loads, and f orces hypothesized under margin
loading conditions f rom the assembled reactor vessel and closure head to the
reactor cavity wall through the support ledge.

The RV is designed and analyzed to the Class I requirements of the ASME Code,
Section li l, and Code Case 1592. In addition, simplified inelastic and
detailed inelastic methods that are used conf orm to the requirements of RDT

j Standard F9-4T and the guidelines of RDT Standard F9-5T.

i

)

|

i
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FAILURE MODES

Analyses of the RV reflect both time-Independent and time-dependent materials
properties and structural behavior (elastic and Inelastic) by considering the
following failure modes:

Ductile rupture from short-time loadings
Creep-rupture from long-term loadings
Creep-fatigue failure
Gross distortion due to incremental collapse and ratchetting

Buckling due to short-term loading

Specific f ailure modes critical to the various regions of the vessel are
addressed later in the description of the corresponding analyses.

LOADING CONDITIONS

The loading conditions which mostly control the design of the RV are the
seismic loadings and the thermal loadings (transient and steady-state
conditions). The seismic loads primarily af fect the sizing of the upper
assembly and the core support cone. The thermal loading is critical for the
elevated temperature parts; the vessel thermal liner, makeup nozzle bridge
liner, and the outlet nozzle assembly. These parts will experience
through-thickness and axial temperature gradients both during steady-state and
transient conditions.

ANALYSES

Analysis of the RV has been subdivided into overall system analyses and
analyses of several dif ferent regions or components of the RV. In addition,

analyses have been sequenced as sizing or conceptual design verification,
preliminary detailed, end final analyses. The principal features and
anticipated critical failure modes associated with each of these analyses is
discussed in detall below.

Design Conditions

This analysis covers t'.e basic sizing for all the parts of the RV. The.

loading conditions to be considered for this analysis are the design and test
conditions of Subsection NB AND Code Case 1592 of the ASME Code. Paragraph
NB-3112 defines the design conditions for the low temperature parts cf the
assembly as design pressure, design temperature, and design mechanical loads
(e.g., design pipe loads). The design conditions for the elevated temperature
parts are defined in Paragraph 1592-3113.1 as the design parameters for normal
conditions. The effects of earthquake are not considered as a design
condition load f or elevated temperature parts. Test conditions are defined in
NB-3114 and 1592-3113.7.

Q110.7 8-RV-2
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The analysis consists of dividing the vessel into simple shell, plate, and
beam segments and calculating the primary membrane and bending stresses using
conventional, elastic, hand techniques. Nozzle reinforcing calculations are
included. The effects of pipe loads on the nozzle and shell are considered.
The stress limits are the allowable stresses defined In NB-3221 and
1592-3222.1 of the Code. Appropriate environmental effects are considered.

Highest stressed areas are thv nozzles (pipe attachment area) and the
nozzle-to-shel l junctures. Design piping loads are the significant stress
contributors.

Selsmic Analysis

This analysis considers the detailed seismic and stress analysis for the total
RV assembly. It is analyzed with the resperse spectra developed from the
response motion at the location of the support ring. The reactions imposed
upon the RV nozzles by the piping are determined by using the stiffness
matrices due to the piping system. A mathematical model of the lower reactor
is used to generate loads for all seismic conditions. The design criteria are
established in accordance with that stated in Appendix A to Section 3.7 of the
PSAR.

The RV assembly is analyzed by a detailed dynamic analysis using the response
spectra loading. The 3-D finite element method is used to establish a
mathematical model of the RV assembly. The structure is divided into a finite
number of appropriate elanents, such as beam and plate elements, which are
Interconnected at a finite number of joints or nodal points. These Individual
finite elements are then assembled into a simplified mathematical model under
the variational principle preserving the shock energy absorption capacity of
the total system.

The seismic analysis is performed considering the seismic motion to be acting
in the vertical direction and in two orthogonal horizontal axes. The analysis
Is performed independently in each of the two horizontal directions and
vertical directions. Finally, the combined modal responses obtained for each
of the vertical and horizontal stesmic loads are combined Individually by the

square root of the sum of the squares.

Fluid-Induced vibration is investigated at this stage for the liner, outlet -

nozzle sleeve, raakeup nozzle sleeve, and inlet nozzle flow deflector to -

determine the potential for vibration due to fluid flow.
s

; The adequacy of the design is determined in accordance with Section lli of the
Code. The RV assembly is designed to insure a safe shutdown during and af ter'

cn SSE. To meet this condition, the RV shall not exceed the limits of Section

ill of the Code for faulted conditions.

Highest seismic stresses are found in the upper stainless steel shell courses
and the inconel transition section.

I

|
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Thermal Analvsis

This analysis consists of a 2-D axisymmetric finlie element thermal analysis
to determine the basic thermal gradients in the various aras where potential
high thermal stresses can exist.

The analysis includes the evaluation of all the normal, upset, and steady
state conditions identified in the equipment specification. The transients
Ere conservatively combined considering coolant flow, maximum temperature
ranges, temperature ramp rates, and number. From the resulting bounding
transients, film coef ficients are calculated and temperature profiles obtained
using finite element techniques. This data is subsequently used to determine
the time and location of significant thermal stresses. This analysis also
determines the metal temperatures from which the allowable stress can be

.-......a

Thermal-Mechanical Analysis fo Cover Gas Nozzles

This analysis considers the cover gas inlet and outlet nozzles.

The loading conditions considered are the normal, upset, emergency and f aulted
operating condition thermal and flow transients to determine the maximum
primary plus secondary stress range. In addition, loads due to deadweight
seismic and thermal expansion are evaluated. Pressure stresses were found to
be smal l .

A 2-D finite element method (FEM) analysis using constant strain triangular
i ring element is performed. A single mesh is generated for both the thermal.

cnd stress analyses. The thermal analysis yields temperature distributions in
the nozzles based on gas flow and associated shell temperatures. A special
purpose program is used to evaluate the asymmetric pipe loads. The stresses
cre calculated on a completely elastic basis.

The analysis is perf ormed per NB-3000, para. 3228.3, of the Code. The
critical areas are the nozzle-to-shell juncture and the nozzle-to-pipe
juncture.

Thermal-Mechanical Analvsls of the Lower Head. Shell and Core Sucoort Assemb!v
!

This analysis of the lower head, shell, and core support assembly considersi

|
the thermai-mechanical loads for operating conditions, normal, upset,
emergency, and faulted. The analysis includes evaluation of transient and
steady state temperature distributions for all significant transients. Also

|
Included are the mechanical stresses due to pressure, seismic, deadweight,

(weight of the core) and core support plate thermal motions.'

The analysis presents an evaluation of transients for the inlet plenum and
I determines how the transients are combined for analytical consideration. The

combining of transients into a lumped transient is based on coolant flow,
.

maximum temperature changes, rate of change and number of cycles. Based on

| the lumped transient, fluid temperatures and film coef ficients are determined.
|

Metal temperature distributions are then determined by FEM. Stresses are
calculated for the above thermal and mechanical loads using a 2-D FEM. For
perturbed loop transients, the thermal response is approximated by composite

(~ ~ 3.7 8-RV-4
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solutions. Asymmetric stress conditions are determined using a 2-D asymmetric
FEM with Fourier series thermal distributions about circumference.

Buckling It investigated in the areas of the core support cone and the lower
forispherical head using analytical procedures based on conservative current'

state-of-the-art practice.

High stressed areas are the juncture of the core support cone to the shell,
knuckle region in the torispherical head and the tortspherical head-to-shell
juncture.

Thermal-Mechanical Analvsis of Unoer Assambly

This analysis covers the upper assembly, including the stainless, inconel
shells, the ferritic flange, the radiological shield, and the support ring and
the dip seal access ports. The loadings of normal, upset, emergency, and
faulted conditions including seismic are considered.

The heat transfer analyses include the determination of transient and steady
state thermal distributions. Thermal stresses considered include those due to
radial and longitudinal gradients and thermal discontinuity at the juncture of
the flange and the tapered shell. Superimposed on these thermal loads are
pressure loads, deadweight acting on the flange, seismic loads, and all other
externally applied loads.

The evaluation of the design is made in accordance with Section ||| of the
Code and Code Case 1592. Environmental ef fects are considered.

The highest stressed areas are the stainless to inconel shell juncture and the
upper shell (stainless) courses which are subjected to large longitudinal
thermal gradients. The temperatures in the carbon steel parts are below
800 F, therefore the acceptance criteria is NB-3000. In the lower part of

this assembly (stainless shells) temperatures are above 800 F, hence Code Case
1592 is used for evaluation of the stresses. Inelastic analysis is performed
to demonstrate adequacy In the region where the axial gradient in the shell
begins. ;

Buckling due to seismic loading was investigated in the upper shell courses.
The analysis was based on conservative analytical methods.

The analysis considered the basic sizing and design of the dip seal
maintenance port. The loading conditions considered include interal and
external pressure, deadweight, seismic and temperature ef fects.

The analysis determines or validates tube wall thickness, gap size between the
tube and bore, weld size and type of weld at the vessel flange, flange size
and the design of any additional supporting system. Hand calculations are
used to perf orm the analysis. The highest stressed area is the weld at the
vessel flange-to-pipe juncture.

Q110.78-RV-5
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The analysis considered the design of the radiological shield, its attachment
end its interaction with the vessel flange. The loading conditions are
deadweight, sei smic, thermal conditions and natural frequency calculations.
The sei smic analysis is based on a static seismic loading of 1.5 times the
maximum OBE response. The analysis uses hand calculations for seismic
analysis and a combination of computerized Interaction analysis and hand
cal cul ations f or the thermal ev a l ua ti on.

Therma l-Mec h an i c a l Analvsis of the Inlet Nozzle Assembiv

Thi s analy si s consi ders the inl et nozz le assembly. The loading conditions
considered in this analysis are all the thermal and f l ow transients for
norma l , upset, and emergency conditions, and the thermal and slesmic pipe
loads.

A 2-D FEM analysi s i s perf ormed. The grid f rom the inlet nozzle analysis
prev lously descri bed is utilized in this analysis. The thermal analysis

y lei ds temperature distributions throughout the assembly for steady-state and
transient conditions. The stresses are determined for most areas using an

elastic or inelestic material model, in addition to the thermal stresses,

stresses due to pressure are incl uded i n th e ax i sy mmetr i c ana l y s i s. Pipe
l oads and the f l ow de f l ect or loads are al so analyzed by FEM using a special
progr am f or asymmetric loads. Supporting this analysis is a limited 3-D
elastic FEM analysi s of the assembly to val Idate the 2-D assumptions used.
This model is al so util ized in eval uating the ef f ects of the lower head on the
nozzles.

In using a 2-D technique to analyze the juncture between a cylinder and a
noz z l e, the cy l i nder is assumed to act as either a sphere or a flat plate,
both of which can be modeled as symmetric about the nozzle centerline while a
cyIInder cannot be so represented. Wh >n a smal l di ameter noz z l e i s i n ser ted
into a relatively large di ameter cy l inder, the approximations used in 2-D
nalysis are obviously close to the true geometry; however, when the nozzle

d i ameter is large relative to the cy linder a check on the accuracy of stress
distribution at their juncture is appropriate. For the Iniet .70zzle, the

ratio of cy l inder di ameter to nozzle di ameter is only 9.44; th i s l ow ratio
makesacheckon{pgassumptionsnecessary. Also, the vessel lower head is

less than 2.5(Rt) f rom the i n l et noz z l e; th i s ef f ect is not considered in
the axi symmetr ic anal y si s, but is checked by the 3-D test case.

The critical area occurs at the nozz l e-to-shel l juncture and the pipe-to-
nozzle Juncture. The adequacy of the assembly is determined with respect to
Subsection NB. The environmental ef f ect s are consi dered.

Thermal-Mechanical Analysis of the Outlet Nozzle and Outlet Nozzle Liner

Th i s ana l y si s consi der s the out l et noz z l e assemb l y . The loading conditions
considered in this analysis are the thermal and f l ow transients f or normal ,
upset, and emergency cond i ti ons, and the thermal and seismic pipe loads. The

#major i ty of this nozzle will be et temperatures near 800 F; however, outboard
of the thermal sleeve end in the sleeve itsel f, temperatures wil l exceed
800 F. Theref ore, time-dependent ef f ects are considered.

Q110.7 8-RV-6
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A 2-D axisymmetric FEM analysis using constant strain triangular ring elements
!

i is perf ormed. A single mesh is generated for both the thermal and stress
cnalyses for each of the major subassemblies. The thermal analysis yields
detailed temperature distributions through the nozzle and sleeve, based on
fluid temperature and flow through the outlet and behind the liner and- sleeve.
Both two and three loop flow conditions are evaluated thermally and, based on
results, the decision is made whether to make stress evaluations for one or
both conditions.

Thermal distributions are obtained for the transients and stresses are
determined using an elastic and/or inelastic material model of the assembly.
In addition to the thermal stresses, pipe loads and the ef fects of the
relative motion of the vessel thermal liner are f actored into the analysis.
Stresses due to these loads are determined using a FEM program for asymmetric
loading. Supporting this analysis is a limited 3-D elastic FEM analysis of
the assembly to validate the 2-D assumptions used.

The critical stress areas are in the nozzle liner, the nozzle-to-shell
juncture, sleeve-to-vessel liner juncture, and the sealing discs. The
stresses are compared to the limits of Subsection NB and Code Case 1592. The
snvironmental effects are considered.

'

Analysis of the Makeuo and Overflow Nozzles for Ooeratino Conditions;

This analysis considers the sodium makeup and overflow nozzles. The loading
conditions considered are the thermal and flow transients for operating
conditions transient events, flow rates, and outlet plenum conditions, and
thermal and seismic pipe loads. The overflow nozzle is exposed only to bypass
f l ow. The makeup nozzle has a thermal liner to consider and is af fected by
outlet plenum temperatures. Analysis of the makeup nozzle liner includes the
local region of the vessel liner.

The geometries for both these nozzles are modeled axisymmetrically for FEM
cnalysis. For both nozzles, thermal distributions as well as stress
distributions are considered axisymmetrically. Asymmetric pipe loads are
evaluated and superimposed at critical locations. The stresses are computed
on a completely elastic basis.

The acceptance criteria is Code Case 1592 for those areas where significant
temperatures above 800 F occur. Environmental ef fects are considered.

|

The critical stress areas are the nozzle-to-piping junctures and the shell-to-
nozzle junctures.

Thermal-Mechanical Analvsts of the Makeuo Nozzle Liner
i This analysis considers the makeup nozzle liner. The loading condition is the
I same as described for the makeup nozzle. The 2-D finite element model for the,

| bridge liner is evaluated for convergency capability for the inelastic / creep
! behavior.

( The acceptance criteria is ASME Code Case 1592. Environmental ef fects are

| considered.

|
,

Q110-7 8-RV-7
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The critical area is the JLncture of the makeup nozzle liner to vessel thermal
liner.

A sleeve of 718 material is Installed on the makeup nozzle to enable the
assembly to withstand the striping caused by incoming cooler sodium.

Thermal-Mechanical Analysis of the Vessel Thermal Liner Attachment Region

This analysis considers the thermal mechanical loading on the thermal liner
forging including the adjacent shell and the baf fle support ledge. The
loading conditions considered in this analysis are the thermal and flow
transients for normal, upset, and emergency conditions, and the seismic loads
on the attachment pins.

The analysis includes a heat transfer evaluation of both steady state and
transient conditions. Due to the complexity of the design, thermal stresses
are considered f or both radial and longitudinal gradients as well as the
thermal discontinuity which exists at the thermal liner forging. Superimposed
on these stresses are the mechanical load stresses due to pressure and seismic
events.

The attachment region adjacent to the shell compiles with the NB-3000 rules
for material below 800 F. The vessel thermal liner portion adjacent to the
vessel thermal liner support forging reaches a temperature above 800 F and is
analyzed to the criteria of Code Case 1592. The stresses and strains in this
area are not critical.

Thermal-Mechanical Analvsls of the Vessel Thermal Liner

This analysis considers the thermal mechanical loading of the vessel thermal
liner. The first phase includes a total evaluation of the radial gradient
through the liner to identify operating temperature limits. No
discontinuities are considered in this phase. The second phase is an
evaluation of the liner stif fening ring, the liner and the bypass flow
penetrations. The loading conditions considered are the normal, upset, and
em gency conditions. Seismic stresses are also considered.

The analysis includes a heat transfer evaluation of steady state and transient
conditions. The maximum thermal stresses are caused by the radial gradient
which will exist in the thermal liner. The effect of longitudinal gradient is

also evaluated. This location also requires stresses calculated for thermal
disconti nui ty.

This assembly operates normally at elevated temperatures. Therefore, it
requires a time-dependent enalysis. The major potential failure mechanism is
creep-fatigue Interaction. The method of analysis is 2-D FEM. The structural
program has inelastic and creep capability. The adequacy of the design is
evaluated according to Section 111 and Code Case 1592. The environmental
ef f ects are considered.

The critical areas are the vessel thermal liner shell in the vicinity of the
sodlum level and the striping potential in the bypass flow penetration area.

Q110.7 8-RV-8
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The environmental conditions of the RV also influence the design. Sodium
cxposure is the only ef fect of significance and is applicable for the high
temperature stainless steel regions, specifically, the vessel liner, outlet
nozzle liners, nozzle stub ends, and makeup nozzler ilner. There are no
cnvironmental ef fects on material properties f or the carbon steel and inconel
600 low temperature portions of the reactor vessel.

The elastic material properties used in the structural evaluation of the RV
cre specified in the ASME Code documents. The Nuclear Systems Materials (NSM)
Handbook TID-26666 is used as the authoritative source f or material properties
not specified in the applicable Code documents. All material properties used
in the design and analyses of the RV are specified in the Code documents or
the NSM Handbook.

A collection of computer files containing material property data, routines for
Interpolation and routines f or material models, which are based on the
material data given in the NSM Handbook and the ASME Code, were used f or the
cnalysis of the RV.

Where material properties are significantly uncertain, consideration is given
to the use of minimum, average or maximum properties as appropriate to obtain
a conservative result. This selection of appropriate properties is guided by
RDT Standard F9-5T.

Material Degradation

Most of the data used to define the allowable design stresses in the ASME Code
cere obtained from tests conducted in air. No attempt is made in the Code to
cccount f or the ef fects of other service environment. The LMFBR development
program has f ocused attention on the mechanical behavior of reactor materials
when exposed to high-temperature liquid sodium, in addition to fast neutron
irradiation and to long time aging at elevated temperatures. A brief
discussion of the environmental ef fects is given in the following paragraphs.

Thermal Aging Effects on Mechanical Procerties

Types 304 and 316 stainless steels are non-age hardenable alloys. Thus, no
significant changes in strength or hardness of annealed material would accrue
from long-term aging at temperatures up to 12000F, unlike the precipitation-
hardened stainless steels. Some slight increases in strength and decreases in
ductility may occur due to carbide f ormation, together with a reduction in the
room temperature impact strength. Of more signif icance, is the fact that
these alloys will sensitize during long-term service in the temperature range
from 8000F to 15000F.

Q110.78-RV-9
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in this phenomenon, carbide precipitation occurs at the grain boundaries, the
adjacent matrix becomes depleted in chromium and the grain boundary regions
becomo susceptible to attack by corrosive media. Such attack is not likely to
occur in sodium, which, if pure, is a relatively inert environment. However,
cracking may initiate during f abrication and the other pre-operation periods
when the component is not exposed to sodium due to the environmental
conditions (presence of water and halides). Because of this, precautions must
be taken during such periods to ensure that contact between sensitized
material and potentially corrosive media is minimized, if not entirely
evol ded. Hence, no allowances have been made f or the ef fects of thermal aging
on the properties to types 304 and 316 stainless steels. This did, however,
demand that control be specified and exercised during the f abrication process
to prevent stress corrosion and Intergranular attack.

"-"^ren Irradiation Ef fects on Mechanical Procerties

The ef fect of neutron irrad! rtion on the mechanical properties of a material
are generally to increase the tensile and yield strengths, and to decrease the
ductility. The actual magnitude of the ef fect is dependent on several
parameters, such as the temperature of irradiation, the test temperature, the
neutron energy spectra and the neutron f luence.

Two alternate procedures have been used to account f or the ef fects of neutron
Irradiation on the structural Integrity of components. The comprehensive
approach characterizes the effects of neutron irradiation upon each material
response and failure mode considered by the ASME Code. When necessary,
additional failure modes are considered. The alternate approach involves
finding the threshold where Irradiation ef f ects first become measurable (in
terms of structural response integrity). The irradiation levels are then held
below these threshold levels by shielding.

For austenitic stainless steels (Types 304 and 316), measurabig loss of
ductility (total elongation) can first be detected at about 10 nyt total

fluence for temperatures in the range of 600 F to 11000F. The reactor vessel0

end-of-life fluence is less than 6 x 1020 nyt and hence no fluence effects are
expected.

Effects of (Nitrogen + 2T Oxvgen) Atmosohere on Mechanical Procerties

The selection of nitrogen gas as the atmosphere f or the reactor cavity was
bascd on the desire to prevent chemical reactions should molten sodium leak
into the cavity from any source. However, the exposure of austent tic
stainless steel to pure nitrogen f or extended periods of time at elevated
temperatures may lead to the f ormation of a thin nitrided layer. This is
considered undesirable because of the brittleness of such layers. To minimize
the f ormation of such a layer, a small percentage of oxygen (2%) will be
introduced into the nitrogen.

Q110.78-RV-10
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Ef fects of ( Arc _on-Plus-Sodlum Vaoor) Atmosohere on Mechanical Prooerties

Very little is known of the ef f ects of exposure to an argon-plus sodium-vapor
atmosphere on the mechanical properties of a material. It is possible that,

if the sodlum vapor is continually condensing on the material surf ace end
rejoining the main reactor coolant, there could be some Interstitial transfer.
However, because of the scarcity of data, it is not possible to provide
quantitative assessments of such ef fects at this time. Practical ly, the

potential for significant mass transfer via condensation is insignificant. It

is judged that exposure to the cover gas should be considered the same as
exposure to liquid sodlum without loss of Interstitials.

Surface Effects of Llculd Sodlum on Mechanical Pronerties

rnmparad with air testing, liquid sodium may cause certain metallic elements
to be transferred from the hotter to the cooler regions of the system. In
addition, surface oxidation in liquid sodium is greatly reduced when compared
to air testing. It is believed that these surf ace ef fects are insignificant

| In their influence on short-term tensile properties.

For time-dependent def ormation, such as stress-rupture and f atigue, the
ef fects of a liquid sodium environment are complex and need to be considered
in deteII. In the case of stress-rupture, it has been shown that for a given
temperature and stress, rupture times in air are longer than those in liquid
sodium. A sodium environment correction f actor is applied to the rupture
strength data specif ied in ASNE Code Case 1592 for Types 304 and 316
austenitic stainless steel. This ef fect is used in all evaluations where

*

'
stress to rupture is Involved.

:

Fatigue properties of materials can be greatly af fected by the environment in
which the properties are measured. The avoidance of excessive surface
oxidation by testing in sodium (or Inert gas) Instead of in air increases the,

cycles-to-f ailure f or a given strain range. No increase in the design fatigue

limits due to exclusion of oxygen effects is permitted.

Interstitial Transfer Effects on Material Prooerties

in the reactor system, Interstitial carbon and nitrogen are transferred f rom
the hotter to the cooler regions. This leads to weakening in the decarburized

; and denitrided regions and to strengthening in the carburized and nitrided
In the case of f atigue behavior, however, the ef fects of Interstitialareas.

, absorption at the surf ace are complicated because of two concurrent
mech ani sms. On the one hand carburization can lead to enhanced crack
nucleation at carbide particles and, on the other, surface strengthening

) during strain-controlled f atigue will increase the proportion of elastic
straining which is less damaging than plastic def ormation. Studies Indicate
that, in general, the austenitic materials will be carburized and the ferritic
materials will lose Interstitial s. However, the crossover from carburization
to decarburization is system dependent, and it is likely that in certain
systems at least some of the austenitic material will be decarburized.
Procedures have been established by which the extent of Interstitial transfer
f or Types 304 and 316 stainless steel can be determined and f rom this the

Q110.7 8-RV-11
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effects on mechanical behavior is calculated. The procedures include
,

! calculations of surf ace and average Interstitial concentrations and
Interstitial gradients under decarburizing and denitriding conditions.
Because of the shortage of data on nitrogen dif f usion, the rates of nitrogen
transfer are estimated f rom available carbon transfer data.

TESTS

No structural tests, other than those required by the ASME Code, have been
perf ormed in support of the RV analysis methods.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The following computer programs were used in the analysis of the RV. These
redae are all proprietary to Babcock and Wilcox.

fodg Used For

ABSA Axisymmetric Body Stress Analysis
ABTA Axisymmetric Body Thermal Analysis
ALAS Axisymmetric Load, Axisymmetric Body Stress Analysis
FESAP See PSAR Appendix A
FETAP General Configuration Thermal Analysis
CREEPABSA Elastic Plastic Creep, Axisymmetric Body Stress Analysis
BlJLARRD Bijlerrd Shell Stress Analysis
INTERACTION General Interaction Analysis for Shells of Revolution with

Axisymmetric Loading

.

Q110.7 8-RV-12
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Resnonse for lHX:

The methods used in the static and dynamic analysis of the Intermediate Heat
Exchanger (IHX) to determine structural and f unctional integrity are
summarized in this response.

The lHX provides the thermal link between the primary and intermediate heat
transport piping. The IHX is a straight tube flexible downcomer design using
an essentially counterflow arrangement of heated and cooled sodium. Figure
110.'78-lHX-1 depicts the sallent features of the IHX design. The main support
for the |HX is the hanging support cylinder which is f abricated from type 304
stainless steel at the top and type 316 stainless steel at the bottom. It

consists of a cylindrical shell that is welded to the lHX shell and tube
bundle through a "Z" shape junction forging at the lower edge and has an upper
flange which is anchored to the operating floor. The shell is fabricated from
type 304 stelnless steel in the bottom portions and type 316 stainless steel
in the top areas where it is welded directly to the lower edge of the
cylindrical hanging support through the "Z" junction. The bottom portion of
the shell assembly consists of a lateral support ring with spacer guides to
restrain the tube bundle, the lower tubesheet, the hemispherical head, and the
primary outlet nozzle. The tube bundle is comprised of two major
sub-assemblies: (1) the bundle, consisting of tubesheets, tubes, support
plates, tierods and spacers, outer shroud, hemi-head, downcomer, strongback
and by-pass seal, and (2) the channel assembly consisting of replaceable
bellows, upper head, intermediate outlet nozzle, intermediate vent, inner and
outer channel cylinders, upper downcomer pipes and the "Z" forging. The
uppermost portion of the channel contains a removable I;X bellows assembly.H

The bellows permits the dif ferential axial thermal growth between the
downcomer and straight tubes and also serves as a portion of the pressure
boundary between the primary and Intermediate systems. A detailed description
of the IHX is included in Chapter 5 of the PSAR.

The IHX was designed and constructed to the Class 1 requirements of the ASME
Code, Section Ill and the supplementary requirements of RDT E15-2NB-T. Design
and construction of parts and components for design temperatures exceeding
800 F were in accordance with Code Case 1592 and the supplemental requirements
of RDT F9-4T.

LOADINGS CONSIDERED

Two major types of general loading were considered, mechanical and thermal.
Mechanical loads consist of Internal pressure, nozzle loads (due to piping
weight, thermal expansion and seismic ef fects), dead welght of the component
and its content, seismic dynamic loads in the component itself, vibratory
dynamic loads from various sources, and rapid high pressure loads as impact
dynamic load ef f ects. Thermal loads consist of many thermal transients in the
sodium of varying degrees of severity, duration, and temperature change
direction, as well as steady state high temperature effects. Some parts of
the unit operate at temperature below the creep regime but many parts operate
in the creep regime. These loads apply to all pressure boundarles and
Internal parts.

Q110.7 8- lHX-1
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FAILURE MODES

Analyses were perf ormed on the IHX to reflect both time-independent and
time-dependent material properties and structural behavior (elastic and
inelastic) by considering all the modes of f ailure listed below:

1. Ductile rupture from short-term loadings

2. Creep-rupture f rom long-term loadings ,

3. Creep-fatigue failure

4. Gross distortion due to incrLmental collapse and ratchetting

5 I nss of f unction due to excessive def ormation

6. Buckling due to short-term loadings

7. Creep buckling due to long-term loadings

Critical f ailure modes for specific areas of the IHX are identified in the
discussion of analysis methods.

ANALYSIS METHODS

The following paragraphs provide a brief summary of the considerations
involved in the identification of highly loaded areas and the analysis methods
applied to show compliance with applicable criteria.

Stress Analvsis

The Intermediate channel, upper tubesheets, lower portion of the hanger, lower
tubesheet omnplex and the upper portion of the primary shell were included in
a single finite elanent thermal and stress model. The thermal transient
cnalysis was conducted on two separate sub-models composed of the lower
tubesheet complex and the intermediate cheanel complex. The stress analysis
uas conducted on the combined model through the use of substructuring methods.
The stress analysis methods used for the dif f erent areas of the IHX are

! described below:

|

|

.
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Lower Tubasheet Comolax: For this region, the governing f ailure mode is
fatigue. Creep strain gnd stress rupture damage are of minor concern as this

|

srea operates above 800 F for less than 100 hours during its 30 year design
life. While the rules of RDT F9-4T, which permit exemption from satisfying
strain limits, can be used, the added restriction of the elastic shakedown
limits of ASNE Code, Section Ill presented dif ficulties for a f ew of the upset

limits were exceeded. In such cases,
and emergency transients where the 3S, h given in Paragraph NB-3228 of Sectioninelastic analysis based on the approac
lil was perf ormed to show that the amount of accumulated strain was within
ccceptable bounds. The remaining transient cycles were treated using elastic
rules.

Intermediate Channel Comolex: This area is composed of the Intermediate
channel, upper tubesheet, lower portion of the hanger and upper portion of the
primary shell. Creep-fatigue was the major failure mode with strain
accumulation only a secondary concern. Ine creep damage was evaluated with
material properties being modified to account for decarburization which
reduces the stress rupture strength of the material. Gross deformations due
to creep were not of particular concern es the normal operating temperature is
975 F. A creep buckling analysis of the Inner cylinder was perf ormed to
confirm that it had adequate thickness.

Several lumped thermal transients were used for creep-f atigue evaluations,
including worst up, worst down, moderate up, and inoderate down. The moderate
thermal transients were used to envelope the large-number-of-occurrence
transients, while the most severe transients were used to envelope all
transients which are worse than moderate transients. This general transient
lumping procedure and usage was employed for transient analysis in the other
parts of the IHX also. The total number of lumped transients used is the same
cc the total number of actual transients,

in addition to elastic analysis, extensive simplified inelastic analysis was
employed on the upper tubesheet and outer "Z" and inner " Wye" junctions of the
Intermediate channel complex to optimize the design prior to performing a
detailed inelastic analysis to confirm the design. Detailed inelastic
cnolysis was perf ormed using two dimensional axisymmetric models of these
three areas. This general technique of proceeding f rom an elastic to a
simplified Inelastic to a detailed inelastic analysis was employed in other
creas where necessary.

The detailed inelastic analysis of the upper tubesheet involves the evaluation
of several cycles composed of worst up and down thermal shocks and moderate up
and down thermal shocks. An equivalent set of material properties was
developed and both plastic and creep correlation: were made for the solid
region used in the model in place of the actual perf orated region. The model
used contains the tubesheet and the attached cylinders.

For the inelastic analysis of the outer "Z" junction, many cycles omnposed of
severe and moderate up-down thermal shocks were evaluated. Also, several

cycles composed of severe and moderate up-down thermal shocks were used in the
inelastic analysis of the inner " Wye" junction.

Q110.78- lHX-3
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Hanger: The lower portion of the hanger, which operates above 8000F during
normal operation, is considered an Integral attachment to the ASE Code
Class 1 IHX pressure boundary and hence subject to the same design rules as
the IHX. The upper portion of the hanger including the anchor bolts was
designed to the rules of Subsection NF of the ASE Code, Section Ill. A
jurisdictional boundary between the two areas was established, based upon the
temperature level. The major consideration involved the adequacy to withstand
primary stresses, the important contributors to these stresses being seismic
loading and deadweight. The affact of the axial temperature gradient from the
IHX shell to the support flange was taken into account.

Primary Shell: The primary shell is divided into three regions. The upper
region involves the primary shell forging and is considered with the
intermediate channel complex. The middle region involves the high temperature

'-'et area. Here the critical f ailure mode was creep-fatigue. The, ,

creep damage was evaluated with material properties being modifled to account
for decarburization. Strain limits were not a problem as large thermal
discontinuity stresses were not present. This region was evaluated with
simpiifled inelastic analysis using an Infinitely long thick walled cyIinder
model. The lower region consists of the seal ring, lateral support ring, head
and primary outlet nozzle. Here, the critical f ailure mode was f atigue and
the evaluation was handled in the same manner as the lower tubesheet complex.

Additional considerations in the analysis of the primary shell included
worst-case weld conf igurations and their ef fect on creep-fatigue evaluations.
This involved considering the increase in secondary stresses due to maximum
mismatch between sections that were joined. in addition, the peak stresses
due to the local discontinuity in a weld were considered. Another
consideration was dry and wet heat up and cooldown of the primary shell in the
area of the primary closure. These cycles control the design of the primary
closure seal, and hence reasonable heating rates were established and the
effect of local loss of heaters was considered. Also, evaluation of the
non-exisymmetric temperature distributions due to maldistribution of flow,
such as at the primary vent elevation, was done.

Nozzles: The primary inist nozzle, the Intermediate outlet nozzle, the vent
nozzles and the hand hole nozzle including its cap were evaluated in detail.
Three vent nozzles were evaluated. The primary shell vent has sodium flowing
through it during operation while the other vent nozzles do not. The critical
f ail ure modes f or the primary inlet, Intermediate outlet and hand hole nozzles
were creep-fatigue and strain accumulation. The creep damage was evaluated
with material properties being modifled to account for decarburization.
Several lumped thermal transients were analyzed using exisymmetric model
approximations. The nozzle loads were evaluated using axisymmetric
approximations as subjected to non-axisymmetric loads.

Q110.78-lHX-4
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In addition to elastic analysis, simplified inelastic analysis was used to
optimize the nozzle configuration so that a minimum of detailed inelastic
cnalysis was required to confirm the design. The detailed inelastic analsis
involved the evaluation of several lumped transients composed of severe and
coderate up-down thermal shocks.

Internals: The support plates, shroud, tie rods, nuts, spacers, primary
by-pass seal complex, primary Inlet plenum baf fle, top baf fle plate and
strong-back are included in this category. The mandatory rules of Code Case
1592 were applied even though these components are not part of the pressure
boundary. These rules cover the limits on primary stress. Dynamic loadings
due to fluid-borne pressure transients and flow-Induced vibrations were
considered.

Tuba and Tube-to-Tubesheet Weld: The critical f ailure mode was creep-f atigue
for both the tube and the tube-to-tubesheet weld. In addition, all loadings

on the tube were considered to evaluate the potential for column buckling. As

in the case of the Intermediate channel complex and the lower tubesheet
conplex, several thermal transients were evaluated. The tube was modeled
using an Infinitely long cylinder and simplified inelastic methods were then
cpplied. An elastic analysis of the tube-to-tubesheet junction was performed
using an axisymmetric model . As both the tube and tube-to-tubesheet junction
cre subject to decarburization, creep damage was evaluated with modified
material properties. However, excessive strain accumulation was not of
Concern.

Additional considerations include the buckling of the straight tubes due to
radial verlation in bulk tube temperature during dry heatup and cooldown of
the tube bundle. This consideration includes the stress-strain
characteristics of the tubes due to loss of carbon and nitrogen and
contributes to f atigue damage in the tubes and imposes deflection requirements
on the expansion joint. Also, flow maldistribution is of Importance in the
eree of the tube and lower tubesheet to downcomer junction. A nonaxisymmetric
bulk temperature distribution in the tubes caused significant f atigue damage
in the junction between the downcomer and tubesheet. In addition, compressive

cxial thrusts oa the tubes were accounted for in the tube buckling potential,

!
; cssessment.

Exoansion Joint Comolex: Thisf5rea is composed of the expansion joint>

(bel l ow s) , attachments, intermodlate inlet nozzle, hand hole and outer
cy l i nder. The critical f ailure mode is f atigue for all of these components.
The Intermediate inlet nozzle, hand hole and outer cylinder operate below
800 F f or a considerable f raction of the design lif e. Thus, the rules of RDT
F9-4T providing an exemption f rom the strain limits were used. Several lumped
thermal transients were evaluated. For the expansion joint and attachment
region, various loading conditions for detailed inelastic analysis were
dev el oped. Even though the expansion joint operates below the creep range for
most of its design life, the inability to denonstrate elastic shakedown
necessitated the use of inelastic analysis. Many cycles of various axial
deflections were analyzed. The plastic strain ranges obtained from the
inelastic analysis were used to establish the f atigte life of the expansion
joint.

Q110.7 8- lHX-5
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SEISMIC ANALYSIS

Selsmic analysis of the IHX was perf ormed by the response spectrum method,
using the ANSYS dynamic-scismic capability. The hanging support flange was
modeled using continuum type finite elements. This accounted f or some
cdditional flexibility of this region. Both SSE and OBE vertical and
horizontal cases were analyzed. Non-linear ef fects were f actored into the
analysis where applicable. The results of the seismic analysis provided input
to the structural evaluations described in the previous section of this
r esponse.

VfBRATION AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Other dynamic and vibretion considerations which were evaluated involve
e-d'" -water reaction, check valve slam, fluid and structural borne vibrations
and f l ow induced vibrations.

The expansion joint was analyzed under the action of the pressure transient
entering the Intermediate inlet nozzle due to a sodium water reaction. The
ef fect of this pressure translent was also considered for the tubes, as they
have l ow f l exibi l i ty. The approach was to use a static analysis with an
amplif ication f actor, which was determined by comparing the natural
f requencies of the. bellows and tubes in the appropriate modes to the time rate
of change of the pressure.

The transient pressure resulting from check valve slam was analyzed for its
ef f ect on the shroud, tubes and expansion joint using an analysis procedure

.

similar to that for the sodium-water reaction.

Calculations f or fluid and structural borne vibrations were made as well as
assessments for flow induced vibrations. It was found that fluid borne and
structural borne vibrations (e.g. from the pump through the cross over piping
to the IHX primary inlet nozzle) were Insignificant. The ef f ect of f low
induced vibration was verifled by tests as discussed later.

'

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

i' The elastic material properties used in the structural evaluation of the IHX'

are specified in the ASME Code documents. The Nuclear Systems Materials (NSM)
Handbook (TlD-26666) was used as the authoritative source for material
properties not specified in the applicable Code Documents. All material
properties used in the design and analyses of the IHX are specifle.d in the
Code Documents or the NSM Handbook.

Thermal and mechanical properties were considered in the selection of
material s f or use in the IHX. Further, consideration was given to material
properties in connection with f abrication procedures as noted below: In the
section on thermal aging ef fects. A thickness allowance was provided, in the
manner described in the ASNE Code, Section Ill, Subsection NB-3120, to account
for the ef fects of corrosion and erosion,

s
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Wh re material properties are significantly unceitain, minimum, average, or
calmum properties were used as appropriate to obtain a reasonably
conservative result. For example, in certain critical situations the
evaluations of deformation ilmits were based upon minimum stress-strain
curves. The selection of appropriate properties was guided by RDT F9-5T.

Material Degradation

Most of the data used to define the allowable design stresses in the ASME Code
t:ere obtained from tests conducted in air. No attempt is made in the Code to
cccount f or the ef fects of other service environment. The LMFBR development
program has focused attention on the mechanical behsvlor of reactor materiai ,
uhen exposed to high-temperature liquid sodium, in addition to f ast neutron
irradiation and to long time aging at elevated temperatures. The offects of
the service environment upon the response and fcilure characteristics of the
structural materials are summarized in the following paragraphs.

Thermal AgIno Effects on Mechanical Procerties

Types 304 and 315 stainless steels are non-age hardenable alloys. Thus, no
significant changes in strength or hardness of annealed material accrue f rom
.long term aging at temperatures up to 12000F, unlike the

,

precipitation-hardened stainless steels. Some slight increases in strength
cnd decreases in ductility may occur due to carbide formation, together with a
reduction in the room temperature impact strength. Of more significance is

1 - the f act these alloys will sensitize during long term service in the
0 to 15000F. In this phenomenon, carbidetemper.sture range f rom 800

precipitation occurs at the grain boundaries, the adjacent matrix becomes
dspleted In chromium and the grain boundary regions become susceptible to
attack by corrosive media. Such attack is not |Ikely to occur in sodium,
whiche if pure, is a relatively inert environment. However, cracking may
initiate during f abrication and the other pre-operation periods when the;

component is not exposed to sodium, due to the environmental conditions
(presence of water and halides). Because of this, precautions must be taken
during such periods to ensure that contact between sensitized material and
potentially corrosive media is minimized, if not entirely avoided. Hence no
allowances have been made f or the ef fects of thermal aging on the properties
of typos 304 and 316 stainless steels used in the IHX. This did, however,
demand that control be specified and exercised during the f abrication process
to prevent stress corrosion and intergranular attack.

Neutron Irradiation Effects on Mechanical Procerties

i Neutron shielding is provided between the reactor cavity and the HTS cells
containing the IHX. Neutron fluences in the vicinity of the lHX are therefore

! negligible and no fluence ef fects on mechanical properties of IHX materials
' cre espected.

1
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Ef f acts of (Nitrocen + 21 0xvoen) Atmosohere on Mechanical Pronerties

The selection of nitrogen gas as the atmosphere for the reactor cavity and HTS
cells was based on the desire to prevent chemical reactions should molten
sodium leak into the cavity and HTS cell from any source. . However, the
cxposure vf austenitic stainless steel to pure nitrogen for extended periods
of time st elevated temperatures may lead to the formation of a thin nitrided
l ay er. This is considered undesirable because of the brittleness of such
Iayers. To minimize the formation of such a 1ayer, a smalI percentage of
oxygen (<2%) will be Introduced into the nitrogen.

Ef f ects of ( Arcon-Plus-Sodlum-Vanor) Atmosohere on Mechanical Prooerties

Very limited Information is available on the ef fects of exposure to cn
enon-ol us-sodium-vapor atmosphere on the mechanical properties of a material .
It is possible that, if the sodium vapor is continually condensing on the
material surf ace and rejoining the main reactor coolant, there could be some
interstitial transfer. However, because of the scarcity of data, it is not
possible to provide quantitative assessments of such effects at this time.
Practically, the potential for significant mass transfer via condensation is
insignificant. It was judged that exposure to the cover gas should be
considered the same as exposure to liquid sodium without loss of
Interstiti al s. Loss of Interstitials due to liquid sodium exposure in other
circumstances is discussed below.

Surface Effects of Llould Sodlum on Mechanical Procerties

Compared with air testing, liquid sodium may cause certain metallic elements
to be 1. ansferred fran the hotter to the cooler regions of LWBR systems. In
cddition, surface oxidation in liquid sodium is greatly reduced when compared
te air testing. It is believed that these surf ace ef fects are insignificant

in their influence on short-term tensile properties.
,

For time-dependent def ormation, such as stress-rupture and f atigue, the
sf fects of a liquid sodium environment are complex and need to be considered
in detall. In the case of stress-rupture, it has been shown that for a given
temperature and stress, rupture times in air are longer than those In liquid
sodium. A sodium-environment correction f actor was applied to the rupture
strength data specified in ASE Code Case 1592 for type 304 and 316 austenitic
stainless steel. This ef fect was used in all evaluations wtiere stress rupture

cas involved.

Fatique properties of materials can be greatly af fected by the environment in
ehich the properties are measured. The avoidance of excessive surf ace
oxidation by testing in sodium (or inert gas) instead of in air increases the
cycles-to-f ailure f or a given strain range. No increase in the design f atique
Iimits due to exclusion of oxygen ef f ects was employed in the analyses as a
conservative approach.

Q110.78- lHX-8
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Interstitial Transfer Effects on Materlal Procarties

in the Heat Transport System, interstitial carbon and nitrogen are tranf erred
from the hotter to the cooler regions. This leads to weakening In the
decarburized and denitrided regions and to strengthening in the carburized and
nitrided areas. In the case of f atigue behavior, however, the ef fects of
Interstitial absorption at the surf ace are complicated because of two
concurrent mechanisms. On the one hand carburization can lead to enhanced
crack nucleation at carbide particles and, on the other, surf ace strengthening
during strain-controlled f atigue will increase the proportion of elastic
straining which is less damaging than plastic def ormation. In general, the
austenitic materials will be carburized and the ferritic materials will lose
I ntersti ti al s. However, the crossover from carburt/ation to decarburization
is system dependent and it is likely that in certei . systems at least some of
the austenitic material will be decarburf7ad. Procedures have been
established for the CRBRP by which the extent of Interstitial transfer for
types 304 and 316 stainless steel can be determined and from this the ef f ect
on mechanical behavior was calculated. The procedures include calculations of
surf ace and average Interstitial concentrations and interstitla! gradients
under decarburizing and denitriding conditions. Because of the shortage of
data on nitrogen dif f usion, the rates of nitrogen transfer were estimated from
available carbon transfer data. Thus, the ef fects of interstitial transfer on

,

the mechanical behavior of structural materials used were taken into account-

in the analysis or shown to be insignificant in ef fect at the region involved
mainly due to thickness considerarlons. For example, the ef fects of
decarburization of the thin walled tubes was considered because of the thin
section of metal involved.

STRUCTURAL VERIF| CATION TESTS

lHX Exoansion Bellows Develcoment Program

The straight tube design of the IHX required that a flexible joint be provided
in the Intermediate Inlet region to accommodate dif f erential thermal
expansion. The bellows is thermally isolated from the primary sodlum by
virtue of its location and because the stagnant primary sodlum on its exterior
is cooled by the intermediate sodium in the downcomer. This keeps the
operating temperature below the creep range, at about 635 F.

A development test program was conducted to verify the structural
calculations, design paremeters and f atigue life of the if0( expansion bellows.
The testing consisted of three parts: a squirm test, a strain gage test and a
f atique test. The squirm test was perf ormed in accordance with NC-3649.4 of
the ASME Code, Section lli and the f atigue test was perf ormed in accordance
with Appendix || of Section Ill. The f atigue test consisted of cycling the
bellows through a prototypical plant histogram In a 100 PSI nitrogen
atmosphere et 635 F. The tests confirmed the adequacy of the bellows f or the
IHX service requirements.

Q110.78- lHX-9
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|HX Model Flow induced Vibration Test Program

A model flow test of the IHX tube bundle was conducted to determine the tube
vibration characteristics. The objectives were:

1. To determine the amplitude and frequency of flow induced tube
vibrations at various elevations of the IHX tubes.

2. To ascertain that the maximum amplitude of tube vibration does not
exceed 25% of the nominal distance between the outer surf aces of
adjacent tubes.

3. To ascertain that peak tube deflection stress levels do not exceed the
allowable tube material endurance ilmits.

4. To ascertain that unsupported tube span natural frequencies are at
least 50% higher than the calculated vortex shedding frequencies.

A f ull scale replica of a 30 sector of the tube bundle was used to establish
geometric similarity. The test results verified analytical predictions and
confirmed that the tube bundle would not experience flow induced vibration
problems in service.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Responses to NRC Questions 110.27 and 110.58 provided Inf ormation relating to
the computer prograns used for the static and dynamic analyses of seismic
Category I structures. Of those, the following computer programs were used
f or the analyses of the IHX:

1. ANSYS - For thermal, stress and seismic analyses in all areas of the IHX.

2. CHERN - For simplified inelastic analysis to optimize design of those
areas where elastic analysis was not adequate and detailed
inelastic analysis was eventually necessary, and for use in those
areas where the program was applicable and adequate by itself
(mainly tubular configurations).

{ 3. MARC - For detailed inelastic analysis of those areas where required
| (primary Inlet nozzle, Wye junction, 52" junction, upper

tubesheet, etc.).

A description of each of these programs is included Appendix A of the PSAR and
hence is not repeated in this response. Appendix A also provides Information
relating to the adequacy of these codes and verifications that have been
completed. Both ANSYS and MARC are extensively used throughout the nuclear
Industry. The CHERN program has been verlf led for use on the FFTF-lHX with a
high level of confidence.

Q110.7 8-lHX-10



INFORMATION USED FROM OTHER PROGRAMS

The design of the IHX f or CRBRP used Inf ormation developed in the design of
the IHX f or the FFTF. Relative to structural assessments, the stress analysis
of the FFTF II X components required the development of analytical techniquesH

and computer programs (e.g., the CHERN program for simplified inelastic
cnalysis was developed for use in the FFTF llHX structural analysis).
Analytical techniques for evaluating the ef fects of thermal transients by
lumping and for appropriate application of simplified and detailed inelastic
cnalysis were f orthcoming. The use of complex thermal and structural finite
olement models to represent the physical situations in complicated geometries
ces al so developed. The Information and expertise gained from the FFTF IHX
design and analysis was used and expanded for application to the CRBRP IHX
design and analysis. Since the type of service required for both of these llHX
enmnnnants was very similar, the carry-over and use of techniques established
f or FFTF was a natural consequence f or CRBRP.

;
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Resoonse for Evanorator and Suoerheaters:

Revisions have been made to plant unit evaporator and superheater designs.
The structural evaluation plan (SEP) is currently in the process of being
updated to incorporate:

o The latest plant unit design

|Revisions to the structural design criteria, analysis guidelines in RDTo
Standards, and the availability of new materials data in NSMH

Availability of materials development program resultso

Availability of the Few Tube Model test resultso

o Revisions to computer codes and the introduction of new codes

The SEP will be transmitted by September 1,1982.

!
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_ Response for HTS Pumoju

Primerv and Intermediate Spdlum Pumps

The Inf ormation presented below is based on that currently available in the
pump structural evaluation plan. In general, these plans provide for. the
overall philosophy and analytical approach to be f ollowed in the structural
analysis and Identify the conditions under which certain supplemental analysis
may be required.

Components operating above 800 F are considered " elevated temperature
components" and have strain limits and creep-f atigue damage limits established
by Code Case 1592.

Primarv and Intermediate Sodium P. ump

1.0 Failure Modes and Loading Conditions

For the perposes of loads and analysis the pump (see Figure Q110.78-PU-1) is
divided into f our subcomponents: Subcomponent 1 - the pump tank; Subcomponent
2 - upper Inner structure including the pressure bulk'aad; Subcomponent 3 -
the rotating machinery; Subcomponent 4 - the static hydraulics section. The

predominant f ailure modes and associated loading conditions for each
subcomponent are addressed in Section 2.0.

2.0 Structural Evaluation Criteria

2.1 Subcomponent 1 - Pume Tank

The pump tank is designed to the ASME Boller and Pressure Vessel Code Section
lil, Subsection NB Class 1 and Code Case 1592, where applicable. The cone and
cylinder are designed mainly by dynamic stif f ness requirements. These include
seismic loads and the necessity of keeping the natural frequency of the
structure above the operating speed of the Impeller to avoid critical
resonance during operation. STARDYNE and ANSYS computer codes are used f or
this analysis.

CThe lower end of the pump tank will operate above 800 F on the primsry pump,
whereas all portions of the Intermediate sodium pump normally operate below
800 F. Creep ef f ects f or the intermediate pump will be shown to be
insignificant. The evaluation of that portion of the primary pump above 800 F
will utilize methods of finite element coarse model inelastic analysis. These
methods have been used on the FFTF Intermediate heat exchanger as well as the
Intermediate heat exchanger of CRBRP.

The pump tank is divided into two groups for analytical purposes; namely,
nozzles and the pump tank assembly.

|

Q110.7 8-PU-1
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Norries

For structura! Integrity of the pressure boundary, axisymmetric ANSYS models
of the various nozzles will be used. Detailed time dependent temperature
distributions will be determined with these models. Elastic piping loads will

be evaluated using Fourier Series and axisymmetric ANSYS models. Because of
the proximity of the discharge and suction nozzles in the pump tank sphere, a
coarse three dimensional model will be used to assess their Interaction for
both mechanical and thermal loads. This work will be used to develop and
justify a conservative set of boundary conditions for the axisymmetric
cnalysis. The suction, discharge, and lHX-vent return nozzles and transition
ring of the primary pump are creep-fatigue and strain limit critical.

The creep damage problem is magnifled due to material decarburization which
reduces the time-dependent allowable stress for a given time at 1015 F by 11%.
Strain limit problems occur in the weld between the nozzle forgings and the'

| pump tank sphere. These nozzles cannot pass the simpilfled elastic rules of
! Code Cese 1592-1. Coarse modei IneIastIc analysis using axisymmetrIc MARC

modeis wIth axisymmetrIc |oeds wIII be used to demonstrate compiIance wIth the
design criteria of Code Case 1592-1. The unit histogran to be used will
include six subcycles and will be run for six unit cycles. It is anticipated

that the histogran will be composed of two normal cooldown conditions, two
U-la transients, and one U-1b transient on one U-8 and E-5 transient (see PSAR
Appendix B for definition of translents).

An additional functional requirement of the discharge nozzles Involves the
| slip fit with the discharge duct. This slip fit must he shown to remain open

during the design life and not to enlarge to the point where leakage degrades
pump perf ormance to an unacceptable level . The problem will be evaluated
using an axisymmetric model of the nozzle.

The standpipe bubbler nozzle of the primary pump is not subject to transients
and significant pressure. Simplified methods will be used to demonstrate its
structural adequacy. The drain nozzle wilI be shown acceptable by comparing

,

it to the suction and discharge nozzles. The cover gas vent nozzle is not
subject to transients and significant pressure. Simpilfled elastic methods

| util be used to demonstrate its structural adequacy.

As noted earlier, the intermediate pump does not involve creep design
considerations. Except f or U-11 e and E-4a*, the transients of the

j intermediate pump nozzles are very mild. The elastic shakedown limits and
f atigue damage will be evaluated using twice the stress range f rom the E-4a
transient. The severity of transients U-11a and E-4a, are such that plastic
design evaluation procedures (Paragraph te 3228 of Section lil) must be used

,

I to assess distortion and total strain range (for f atigue damage). The MARC
models developed to evaluate the primary pump suction and discharge nozzles
will be used. The histogram will consist of transient E-4a and will be run
for four cycles.

* E-4a was subsequently deleted as a plant transient, but it has been retained
as a pump design requirement since it umbrellas other emergency transients
in its severity.

Q110.78-PU-2
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Pumn Tank Assamhiv

The pump tank assembly consists of the remaining parts of the tank (sphere,
sealing cone support attachment junction, sphere-to-cone transition piece,
cone, cylinder, and mounting flange). These parts can have an ef f ect on the
eystem requirement related to peak-to-peak nozzle vibrations. In addition,

def ormations of the sphere-to-cone transit *cn piece are directly related to
the pump tank impedance requirement.

A three dimensional (180 ) thermal and elastic ANSYS finite elanent model of
'

the tank will be used to assess the three dimensional ef fects for mechanical
: cnd thermal loads on the sphere-to-cone transiflon piece. The results of this
! three dimensional analysis will be used to develop and justify axisymmetric

models of the transition piece which will be used to evaluate the pressure'

'-" darv for saf ety requirements. This work will involve detailed thermal
cnalysis for two thermal transients and eight mechanical load runs. Also the
model will be used to develop the foundation stif f ness of the trunnion type
supports for the sealing cone assembly.

The exisymmetric analyses and structural evaluation of the sphere-to-cone
transition piece and the sealing cone support attachment junction will follow
the same general procedure described for the nozzles. The number of
transients considered, the unit histogram, and the number of unit cycles run
in the coarse model Inelastic analyses will be the same. The cone and
cylinder sections of the tank are not subject to severe thermal transients.
Their design is based upon load controlled considerations (pressure and
seismic) and the peak-to-peak nozzle motions. In the sphere the areas which
tre f ar~ f rom local discontinuities will be shown acceptable using one
dimension CHERN Inelastic analyses.

1 The analysis and evaluation of the closure and support flange complex will
involve an equivalent axisymmetric Interaction model. The model will use the
gap element capability of ANSYS to assess the changing configuration ef fects

,

!

! due to surfaces moving in and out of contact. Sliding with friction will be
considered. The bolts will be modeled with beams and local flexibility at the
nut face and threaded areas will be considered. Non-axisymmetric over-turning
loads (seismic and rocking vibration) will be evaluated using the model with

| Fourier Series. In this Instance, the gap element will not be used to
simulate the circumf erential ring joint. The stif f nesses determined will be

;

; cvallable for inclusion in the seismic and pump dynamics models. In addition,

the dynamic pressure pulse for the SMBDB and sodium-water reaction will be
i eval uated.
,

2.2 Subcomoonent 2 - Uooer inner Structure

The u'pper inner structure will conform to the same code requirements as the
pump tank. The design of the upper closure plate and radiation shield is
controlled by the design pressure and temperature requirements. Elastic
failure is the predominant mode. The thermal shield will have steady state

thermal gradients which will be determined by a 2D ANSYS axisymmetric model.
The motor stand will be designed by the stif f ness requirements of the motorJ

Q110.7 8-PU-3
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and seismic loads. The principle f ailure mode will be buckling under SSE
sei smic l oad. Parts of the primary pump upper inner structure will operate
above 800 F; none of the intermediate pump upper inner structure operates
above this temperature.

2.3 _Subcomoonent 3 - Rotating Machinerv

The rotating machinery can be removed and Inspected af ter an emergency or
f aulted event and repaired bef ore the plant is placed in service again.
Theref ore, this equipment will be designed and analyzed to the ASME Boiler and
Pressure-Vessel Code, Section Ill, Subsection NB for Class 1 Components and
Code Case 1592 where applicable. However, for emergency events when Code Case
1592 is used, the design rules f or load controlled stresses (Section 3227)
will apply. Strain def ormation and f atigue analysis need only be perf ormed up
to the anergency event and the limits will apply only to the pumps' ability to
operate at pony motor speed af ter the event. The shaf t will be designed by
u i i ca i f requency requirements, inertial loads, torque and thermal
transients. Failure modes will be f atigue, shear f ailure and creep f atigue in
the shaf t. The upper journal has a local area which will be analyzed
Inelastically with a 2D ANSYS axisymmetric model. Loads caused by bearing
misalignment will be accounted f or. Portions of the rotating machinery in the
primary pumps operate above 800 F; all rotating machinery of the Intermediate
pumps normally operate below 800 F.

2.4 Subcomponent 4 - Static Hvdraulics Section

The hydraulic section consists of the lower renovable region of the pump inner
structure and the mating sealing cone mounting in the pump tank. It will be

analyzed to same code rules as Subcomponent 3 (rotating machinery). The
principle loads will be thermal transients, hydraul ic pressure, containment of
a f ailed Impeller, reaction loads against the hydraulic machinery due to
def ormation of the sphere during the thermal transients and bearing loads due
to axisymmetrical heating. Creep and creep-f atigue are the predominant
f ailure modes. Portions of the static hydraulics section in the primary pumps
operate above 800 F; all of the static hydraulics section of the intermediate
pumps normally operate below 800 F.

For purposes of analyses, the static hydraulics section has been divided into:
two parts, the sealing cone assembly and the pump case assembly.

Sealing Cone Assembiv

in order to satisf y the f unctional requirements (operability and perf ormance)
and to supply structural characterization (stif f nesses) f or establishing
adequacy with respect to system requirements (peak-to-peak nozzle motions),
extensive three dimensional analysis of the assembly's support on the pump

,

tank is required. With respect to the f unctional requirse,ents, the following
| gross distortions must be considered:

a) Time dependent (steady state Icads and residual stress f rom plastic
action during thermal transient and/or seismic DBE events).

b) Time Independent (plastic action during steady state and transient
conditions).

1
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c) Time independent (elastic action during steady state and transient .

conditions).
1

With respect to system requirements and the pump seismic analysis, the load
path and stif f ness characteristics between the inner structure and pump tank
are needed. The interaction of the seniing cone assembly with its support on
the pump tank and the pump case will be established.

A f ull three dimensional (360 ) model of the sealing cone will be used
(elastic ANSYS). The gudgeon sleeve and supports will be substructured and
included. Gross thermal distributions including circumf erential variations
due to low flow rate conditions will be determined. The detailed three
dimensional analysis will be used to justify two dimensional models which will
in turn be used to establish time dependent distortion and stresses.

T.. e:astic-plastic-creep MARC analyses will be used. The f irst will be a two
dimensional (Rz) analysis to assess the axial distortion of the cone. The
second will be a two dimensional (RG) analysis to assess the ovalization of
the sealing cone at dif f erent elevations. As stated above, the three

dimensional analyses will be used to justify the conservative two dimensional
models. For the primary pump, a unit histogram of three subcycles will be run
f or six unit cycl es f or each of the three model s. For the Intermediate pump,

the potential plastic ratcheting f rom the severe U-11e transient will be
assessed using the same models with plastic action only. An objective of this
analysis is to show that the sealing cone /hydraulle assembly radial gap does
not increase in a manner which would degrade pump perf ormance with respect to
f unctional requirements.

The structural adequacy (code-type eval uation) will be evaluated f or the
f ol l ow ing:

a) The discharge duct-to-sealing cone junction (modeled as an equivalent
exi symmetr i c probl em) .

b) The support assembly is basically the same as the discharge nozzle and
theref ore can be shown adequate by comparison.

c) The cone - the 2D and 3D elastic models will be used f or regions f ar
,

from discontinuities.i

Pumo Case Assembly

Extensive three dimensional analysis of the pump case assembly is required in
order to satisfy the f unctional requirements (operability and perf ormance) and
to supply structural characterization (stif f ness) for establishing adequacy
with respect to system requirements (peak-to-peak nozzle motions).

With respect to f unctional requirements, the following gross-type distortions
,

| must be considered:
!

l
1

I

i

,
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a) Time dependent events (steady state loads and residual stress from
plastic action during thermal transients and/or seismic DBE events).
Misalignment of bearing housing due to distortion of the volute in the
axial direction, and ovalization of the volute in the circumferential
direction.

b) Time independent events (plastic action during thermal transients and
seismic events).

c) Time independent events (elastic action during steady state and
transient conditions).

d) Ovalization of the bearing housing during thermal transients due to
the jcernal being of f set from center under low flow conditions.

With respect to system requirements and the pump seismic analysis, the load
path and stif f ness characteristics between the Inner structure and pump tank
are needed. The Interaction of the pump case (volute, bearing housings, and
cylindrical attachment) with the sealing cone assembly and inner structure
will be established. The load transfer across the lugs which connect the
attachment cylinder and volute casting is important because plastic action
would change the as-manuf actured alignm9nt of the two housings.

The siructural adequacy (code-type analysis and evaluation) will be evaluated
f or the f ollowing items. The general approach for the items to be analyzed is
as given for the nozzles:

a) Lower bearing housing lugs and volute-axisymmetric approximation
derived from the above three dimensional analysis will be used to
justify this approach.

b) Upper lugs, cylinder and volute-axisymmetric approximation will be
used in the three dimensional analysis results above.

c) Attachment cylinder, baf fle and bolted joint - the axisymmetric
approximation will also be used to determine baf fle motions for
bubbler impedance.

d) Upper bearing housing attachment cylinder, baffle and bolted Junction.

e) Lower bearing housing.

MARC Inelastic analyses will be perf ormed to evaluate creep damage and the
ef fects of ratcheting strains on bearing operability. This inelastic
evaluation will include exisymmetric 2D models of the upper bearing complex
and of the upper case housing.

Q110.7 8-PU-6
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2.5 Seismic Analvsis of the Pumn

The pumps will be seismically analyzed using both the response spectra and the
time hi story methods. Response spectra solutions will provide upper bound
seismic loads f or use in general stress analysis. Time history analysis will

be perf ormed f or evaluation of more critical regions and of interaction
ef f ects such as journal / bearing impact during seismic events. Also
interactions occur through the pump case and sealing cone assemblies which are
critical with respect to functional and system requiranents. The interaction

is nonlinear due to the gaps which will open and close during the selsnic
event. The local Impacts which result when the gaps close will be considered.
The model will be developed using the dynamic options of the ANSYS and
STARDYNE computer programs. ANSYS wIII empioy axt symmetric conical shelI and
continuum elements with non-exisymmetric loads. The STARDYNE model will be a
3 dimensional beam representation. The steps which will be carried out arc as
f ol l ows:

a) Local stif f nesses will be developed at points of internal support.
This will be done by means of small static computer models or by hand.

b) The remainder of the linear dynamics model will then be developed.
This includes the addition of any fluid masses and external mechanical
masses such as the motor and/or piping.

c) The time-history input loadings will be developed on tape f rom the
support f oundation time-history acceleration f or the DBE and SSE
events.

d) The size of the above model will be reduced by substructuring
techniques in order to lower solution run times,

e) The STARDYNE model will be run simultaneously in all three directions.
The ANSYS model will be run in each of three directions and the
resul ts stored on tape. The results will be scanned to determine the
maximum response points at various critical points,

f) Internal forces and/or stresses will be derived f or use in subsequent
stress evaluation.

g) Final results will be developed and tabulated f or the entire unit.
The results of the analysis along with the details of the model will
be summarized in a final report.

2.6 Overall Pumo and Foundation System Dynamic Analvses

For the overall system analyses of the pump and the drive motor system, the
model will include the coupling ef f ects of the f oundation and Interconnecting
piping. The system is analyzed with the f inite element HASTRAN, ANSYS and
STARDYNE codes. A detailed model of both the drive motor and pump that
includes the foundation elements and main piping spring mass elements will be
used.

Q110.78-PU-7



3.0 Struciural Teit to Suenort Analvsis

At present It Is planned 1o design by analysis. However, hal f scale and f ulI

scale water tests have been run to determine and adjust the pump perf ormance
characteristics. A dynamic analysis of the pump operating in the water test
setup was made and the water test results conf irmed the analysis in all cases.
The pump shaf t's mid-span deflection was measured and conf irmed the maximum
T. I.R. of 0.017" as predicted in the dynamic analyses. The test results
Indicated hydrostatic bearing Ilf t-of f at all operating conditions as
predicted by the dynamic analysis and confirmed the hydrostatic bearing load
capabil Ity of the pump. A prototype pump will be tested in sodium for the
upset thermal transients identif led in the pump gpecif Icationb up he

f acilIty capability gtemperature Increase of 400 F up to 1000 F and decreases
of approximately 500 F). Full scale water tests will be run on the plant
pumps to determine and adjust their peric.6.cnce characteristics.

4.0 Relevant Programs from Other Facilittgs

Experience gained f rom the FFTF sodium pump tests has been applied to the
design of the CRBRP pumps where applicable, in particular, bearing clearances
in ti,e CRBRP pump are being adjusted to compensate for Type 304 stainless
steel shrinkage as observed in the FFTF tests.

5.0 Comouter Programs

Computer codes used in the pump dynamics analysis are: ANSYS, HASTRAN and
STARDYNE.

The computer codes used in the pump structural aralysis ere: ANSYS, HAFMAT,
LPGEN, MARC, N-1045, N-1050, N-2050, N-2060, PRl!? AND S INDA.

ANSYS, HAFMAT and MARC codes are described in Appendix A of the PSAR. The
remaining codes will be added in an upcoming PSAR amendment.

Q110.7 8-PU- 8
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Resoonse for HTS Ploingr *

The methods used in the static and dynamic analyses of the primary and
intermediate HTS piping to determine structural and f unctional integrity are
summarized in this response.

The Heat Transport System (HTS) consists of piping and components required to
transport reactor heat to the steam generators. The system is comprised of
three approximately identical cooling circuits, each of which includes a
Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS) loop and an Intermediate Heat Transport
System (lHTS) loop thermally coupled by an Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX).
The PHTS and lHTS piping within containment are located within shleided and
inerted cells (nitrogen atmosphere with a maximum of 2 percent oxygen). A
detailed description of the PHTS and lHTS piping is provided in Chapter 5 of
+Ao DCAD

The HTS Piping shall be designed, constructed and stamped in accordance with
the rules f or Class 1 ( ANS Saf ety Class 1) Nuclear Components in the ASME
Boller and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,1974 Edition with Addenda
through Summer 1975 and Code Case Interpretations 1592-7, 1593-1, 1594-1,
1595-1 and 1596-1 supplemented by RDT Standards F9-4T (dated January 1976) and

.

E15-2NB-T (dated November 1974, Amendments 1, 2 and 3). The piping will be'

designed to assure that the stresses, strains and def ormations are within the
cppIIcable Code criteria, and to meet the system f unctional requirements. In
cddition, simplified inelastic and detailed inelastic methods that are to be
used will conform to the requirements of RDT Standard F9-4T and the guidelines
of RDT Standard F9-5T (dated September 1974).

FAILURE MODES

Analyses will be perf ormed on the piping to reflect both time-Independent and
time-dependent material properties and structural behavior (elastic and
inelastic) by considering all the modes of failure listed below:

1. Ductile rupture f rom short-term loadings

2. Creep-rupture f rom long-term loadings

3. Creep-fatigue failure

4. Gross distortion due to incremental collapse and ratchetting

5. Loss of f unction due to excessive def ormation

6. Buckling due to short-term loadings

7. Creep buckling due to long-term loadings

Q110.7 8-P-1
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LOADS

It is convenient in the context of the structural analysis and stress
evaluation of the HTS piping to separate the loadings into two categories;
System Loads and Piping Canponent (Local) Loads. Requirmnents regarding the
combination and application of loadings are specified in the applicable ASME
Code, RDT Standard documents, NRC Regulatory Guides and CRBRP criteria
documents. (See PSAR Section 3.9)

System Loads

System design loads are canprised of Internal pressure, deadweight, earthquake
loads, thermal expansion, Sodium / Water Reaction (SWR) loads and system thermal
transients. The omnbination or treatment of the system loadings in the
- - ' -| - ' t process for the HTS piping and support systems is shown on Figure
Q110.78-P 1. These loads are described in detail in the following:-

1. Internal Pressure

System pressures include the piping Internal pressures for Design,
Normal, Upset, Emergency and Faulted Conditions. Local membrane and
bending stresses resulting from system pressures in the piping are
determined by standard practices and are combined with other
calculated stresres.

2. Deadweight

The deadweight loading imposed by the piping on itself and on the
supports consists of the dry weight of the HTS piping and the weight
of the sodium contained in piping during the operating conditions.
The total weight of the insulation and trace heaters around the piping
provides an additional deadweight loading as do the weight of valves,
clamps and portions of the restraining devices such as snubbers.

3. Earthauake loads

The Intensity and character of the earthquake motion wh'ch produces
forced vibration of the equipment mounted within the containment
building are specified in terms of the floor response spectrum curves
or time-histories at various elevations within the containment
building. These response spectra or time-histories are developed f rom
a three-dimensional multi-mass elastic dynamic model of the reactor
containment and steam generator buildings. The forcing function
applied to this model is the site seismic ground motion.

.
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The subsequent motion throughout the buildings at various elevations
is the basis for the Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE) and Safe ;

Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) floor response spectrum curves. i

4. Thermal Exonnston

The vertical and lateral growth of piping and the main HTS components |
as temperature rises above the ambient temperature impose loads in the
piping.

5. Sodlum/ Water Reaction loads ( IHTS Ploing)

A possible event considered is the Design Basis Leak (DBL) within the
Steam Generator. Large pressure peaks reverberate through the IHTS
pipin when sodium and water react In the steam generator under the
postulated rupture of steam / water tubes. As pressure increases the
rupture disks fall and sections of the IHTS piping are rapidly
ev acuated. Both the pressure translents and Inertial loading of
evacuation produce responses in the IHTS piping.

6. System Thermal Transient Loads

'

System operating transients sucn as plant heatup, cooldown, reactor
scram, etc. cause changes in thermal expansion loading as described
above and in addition may cause large through wall thermal gradients
which must be considered in the evaluation. From heat conduction
analyses, system thermal transients are analyzed to determine local
thermal stresses in the piping system which in turn are combined with
the other local calculated stresses.

Plolno_ Comoonent (Local Loads)

The pipeline flexibility analyses under system loadings generate data on
displacements, forces and moments at selected points along the piping
resulting from deadweight, thermal expansion, seismic conditions and other
dynamic conditions such as for sodlum/ water reaction (SWR) loadings. Local
membrane and bending stresses resulting from system pressures in the piping
are determined by standard practices. From heat conduction analyses, system
thermal transients are analyzed to determine local thermal stresses in the
piping system.

The flexibility loads are combined in an appropriate mannar and applied in the
stress analysis of a local region of the piping system to determine the
induced stresses and strains at the piping component level. These are added
to the pressure and thermal stresses to obtain the total stresses for
comparison with criteria.

,
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Maximum allowable Interf ace loads between the HTS piping and certain attached |,

components such as the reactor vessel and the IHX are specified at the I

'

component nozzles. The nozzle loads determined from the flexibility analyses |;

in terms of weight, thermal expansion, seismic, etc. (or combinations thereof) |
tust be within these maximum allowables or redesign of the piping becomes l

: necessary.

In the design of the piping, the interf ace Interaction between components and
piping is considered in one of two ways. Either the displacements of the
component nozzles are imposed upon the piping or the componert is included in
the analysis model of the piping. When canponents are included in flexibility
models it is necessary to consider the loads introduced by the relative motion
of component support locations. For example, under seismic conditions it may
be found that supporting floors have movement relative to each other.

| ..;.3 caused by such interf ace conditions shall be identtiled and
considered in the structural evaluation.

ANALYSES

The evaluation of the HTS piping design is made in accordance with the methods
outlined in recognized nuclear industry codes and standards, namely the ASME
B&PV Code and RDT Standards. The governing Code and Standards for the piping
cre Identified in the introductory paragraphs of this response.

The evaluation of the HTS piping includes flexibility analyses, heat transf er
cnalyses, and stress analyses; these types of analyses are described in the
following subparagraphs.

Flexibility Analvses

The objectives of the flexibility analyses are to determine moments, forces
nnd deformations induced in a piping system due to the types of loadings<

discussed previously. To a large extent the flexibility analyses consider,

clastic f ormulations; the piping is designed, wherever practical, such that
the stresses are suf ficiently low to ensure elastic behavior, in regions
chere inelastic behavior is expected, non-linear flexibility analyses are
made.

Procedures f or constructing elastic flexibility models are based on finite
element techniques, using matrix displacement methods. The specific computer
finite element model or flexibility model for each pipling system is composed
of a series of pipe elements of the appropriate flexibility character with an
cppropriate lumping of mass at the intersection of each element (node point).
The nodes are selected at changes of sections, at locations of equipment

| support, at equipment centers of gravity, at points of restraint, at special
locations where response is desired and at intermediate locations to limit the
length of the elements so that the model will adequately represent the actual

,

system. The number of lumped masses or degrees of freedom shall be such as to
insure compliance with requirements of PSAR Section 3.7.2.3. Other
cssumptions common to this type of analysis include:

Q110.78-P-4
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o Deflections are small in proportion to the size of the configuration
so that changes in position and shape of a menber are ignored in their
ef fect on flexibility of the whole, and

o ef fects of direct axial compression or extension, or of shear
deflection, are negligible in comparison with bending and torsional
effects.

The influence of localized ef fects on deflections and rotations is provided by
the inclusion of flexibility f actors in the f ormulations. Guidelines f or the
calculation of the flexibility f actors are given in Subparagraph NB-3687 of
the ASME B&PV Code, Section 111. It is noted that the f ormulations tend to
overestimate the stif f ness, and theref ore are conservative. This same

guideline is unployed in constructing the flexibility indices for items such
cs nozzles and anchors f or which no ASMF reda procedures are specif ied.

To the maximum practical extent, the HTS piping flexibility analysis models
cre defined so as to include the connecting component, pipe or auxillary
equipment. This minimizes the number of points at which seismic inputs must
be detennined. This also avoids over conservatism at interf aces between items
chen the stif f ness of one is not negligible relative to the other. Further,

this approach minimizes the number of flexibility analysis models and leads to
a consistency among the models used f or the several types of static and
dynamic loadings.

Representations which are included in the piping system models lo represent
the connected components (e.g., Reactor Vessel) are checked against more
detailed component models to assure correct dynamic response prediction.
Piping-type stick elements and lumped masses are used for modeling components
just as f or piping sections. Component support stif fnesses are included in
such models and where appropriately defined, equivalent support of floor
masses are included. Models also include modeling of shell nozzle
f lexi bi l i ty.

Elastic flexibility analysis f or the PHTS and IHTS in-containment piping are
made with the WECAN or WESTDYN computer programs. For deadweight and thermal
expansion analyses, linear elastic models of the piping from the component
nozzle anchors are used. For seismic analyses, extensive use is made of the
response spectrum method in accord with the Appendix A to PSAR Section 3.7.
Time-history analyses are used wherever the response spectrum method is judged
to be overly conservative. For sodium / water reaction (SWR) and SMBDB
conditions, the response of the IHTS and PHTS piping, respectively, is
determined by Integrated time-history analysis, using f orcing f unctions that
cre prescribed as f orce-time histories at change-in-direction and flow
restriction locations in the piping system.

Q110.78-P-5
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The piping seismic flexibility analysis f or the PHTS 36" Hot Leg includes the
reactor vessel, the outlet downcomer and the pump. The PHTS 24" Hot Leg model
includes the pump and lHX. The PHTS 24" Cold Leg model includes the IHX,
check valve, reactor vessel and Inlet downcomer. The in-containment lHTS 24"
Hot and Cold Leg models include the lHX and models of the RCB penetration
seals. For the SWR analysis of the in-containment IHTS piping, a portion of
the ex-containment piping is also added to models. The seismic models f or the
small-diameter PHTS piping (lHX vent, pump bubbler, and pump drain lines)
include the connecting component models (IHX and Pump) as well as the guard
vessels when the piping is supported of f a guard vessel.

The elastic flexibility analyses f or the IHTS ex-containment piping are made
eith the SAP computer program. Post processing programs are used to made the
stress calculations in accordance with the ASME Code. The models f or the

analyses of the IHTS ex-containment piping are briefly described' d''''hi

cs f ol lows:

Hot Leg

The Hot Leg model includes the superheater Inlet and outlet, the
evaporator Inlet and an anchor at the penetration of the HTS cell of the
Reactor Contai nment Buil ding. Normally 3 to 5 thermal expansion cases are
perf ormed. These expansion cases will envelope all of the thermal
operating conditions. The displacement of the equipment nozzle depends on
the particular thermal expansion case being analyzed.

The superheater Inlet nozzle is treated as an equivalent pipe that is
carried to the superheater shell; at the shell the equivalent pipe is
rotationally fixed.

At the superheater outlets, the superheater nozzles (two) and the
superheater shell are treated as equivalent pipes. The shell equivalent
pipes (one f or each side of the shell) are carried to the vertical
centerline of the superheater. At this point, the equivalent pipes are

rotationally fixed.

The nozzle equivalent pipe is rotationally fixed at the shell.

.
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At the evaporator inlet the evaporator nozzle and the evaporator shell are
treated as equivalent pipes. The shell equivalent pipe is carried to the
vertical centerline of the evaporator. At this point the same equivalent
pipe is rotationally fixed. The nozzle equivalent pipe is rotationally
fixed at the shell.

At the anchor of the RC8 penetration, the piping is geometrically fixed
both with respect to rotational and linear displacements.

Cold Leg

The cold leg model includes the evaporators (outlets), the pump (Inlet and
outlet) and an anchor at the penetration of the HTS cell of the Reactor
Contai nment Buil ding.

At the outlets of the evaporators, the evaporator nozzle and shell are
treated as equivalent pipes. The shell equivalent pipe is carried to the
vertical centerline of the evaporator. At this point the same equivalent
pipe is rotationally fixed and the thermal displacement imposed. Also,
the nozzle equivalent pipe is rotationally fixed at the shell.

The pump Inlet is treated in a similar manner. At the inlet, the pump
nozzle and shell are treated as equivalent pipe. The shell equivalent
pipe is carried to the vertical centerline of the pump. At this point the
equivalent pipe is rotationally fixed and the thermal displacement
imposed.

At the pump outlet, the pump nozzle is treated as an equivalent pipe.
This equivalent pipe is rotationally fixed at the pump shell.

At the anchor at the penetration of the Reactor Containment Building, the
cold leg is geometrically fixed - both with respect to rotation and
displacement.

.
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Nonlinear flexibility analysis is required for fill and drain loading
conditions f or the PHTS large piping. This need arises f rom the use of
constant load hangers to support the piping. The hanger load values are set
as appropriate f or the f illed condition. When empty these forces lead to
cxcessive stress and def ormation. Devices to limit the travel of the hangers
are required and the determination of appropriate limiting values involves a
flexibility analysis which is nonlinear due to the changing free / fixed
conditions of the hangers during fill and drain.

An inelastic flexibility analysis is required f or the PHTS 24-inch hot leg
chere the calculation of Induced f orces on an elastic basis is excessively
conservative because stress relaxation is not accounted f or. The use of an
Inelastic flexibility analysis to calculate the f orces applied to local
regions is not considered to Invalidate the use of elastic analysis rules in
~ -'"-+ ton of the local region f or compilance with applicable structural
Integrity requirements. The inelastic flexibility analysis is performed with
the MARC computer program using the curved pipe finite element model
specif ical ly developed f or such analyses.

No significant design analyses f or short-term primary or long-term creep
buckling of the In-containment piping is required. Load-control led f orces
that can lead to buckling due to short-term loadings are kept small by the
piping support arrangements. The predominant operating stresses on the piping
cre due to thermal expansion and thermal transients (or def ormation-controlled
loading). Buckling in straight pipe sections under def ormation-controlled
loadings does not pose a problem because of the low axial load levels and the
limited deformations that could result. Also, the buckling or plastic
collapse of the elbows in the HTS large-diameter piping is not a practical
mode of f ailure because rotations of the elbows are limited by the piping
support system.

Heat Transf er (Thermal Transient) Analvsis

Thermal transients are the source of some of the largest variations of stress
in the HTS piping. Thermal analysis of piping temperature distributions

i during such occurrences are theref ore an important part of the structural,

| Integrity assessment f or the piping. In this section, the procedure and
principles employed for HTS piping temperature distribution analyses are
described.

|

.
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The transient events used as the basis for piping design / analysis are
specified in the piping design specification for each section of piping loop
in the piping system. Thermal hydraulic data, in the form of temperature,
flow and pressure time plots, are given for each thermal transient in the
speci f ication.

The heat transfer analysis of the piping components is carried out with finite
olement programs because these analyses can become complex. Some examples of
chen a detalled analysis are necessary include:

(1) When axial heat flow as well as through-the-wall flow is significant
such as in a branch connection.

(2) when the specified sodlum transient is complex.

(3) When the radiation mode of heat transfer is significant along with
convection and conduction.

ANSYS, WECAN and TFEATS are the basic computer programs used to solve
temperature distribution problems for the HTS in-containment piping system.
Geometry generators are Internal to these programs which are used to prepare
models and input for both one-dimensional and two-dimensional heat transfer
problems.

The computer programs have the capacity to determine through-wall tenperature
gradients in the piping as a f unction of time for time-dependent input
f unctions of mass flow rate and bulk fluid temperature. They have the
capability of decomposing the through-wall temperature distribution into three
components as described in sub-paragraph NB-3653 of the ASME B&PV Code,
Section Ill. These three components are the wall everage temperature (T,),
the moment generating equivalent linear distribution (AT,) and the nonlinear
portion with zero average value and zero first moment with respect to the
mid-thickness k T ). These quantities are used with ASME code formulas to2determine secondary and peak stresses for use in the ratchetting and f atigue
evaluation of the piping components.

Several locations in the piping system required special thermal analysis such
as at nozzle-to-pipe joints, flued heads, tapers, branch connections, etc.
For these general thermal analyses, the large finite elements programs are
readily applicable. For nozzle-to-pipe joint discontinultles, the thermal
response of the structure on each side of the Interf ace is determined by
calculating the radial temperature distribution at various time periods during
the various thermal transients and then calculating the average temperature
(T and T as def ined in the ASNE Code) as a function of time for each region.

hThS maximDm temperature dif ference (T -T) between these two quantitles
bduring each transient is used to deteEmine peak thermal discontinuity stresses

at the Interf ace in accord with the ASME Code formulas.

Q110.7 8-P-9
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Stress (ASME Code Evaluation) Analvsis

The technical approach taken in analyzing and evaluating piping components f or
compliance with structural Integrity requirements f ollows the procedure
outlined in Figure Q110.78-P-2 (Blocks 1 through 9). The process starts off
eith the through-wall temperature results (AT ,4T2 and TrTb) obtained fromi

the heat transfer analysis as discussed previbusly and as snown in Block 1.'

clastic flexibility analysis loads (forces, moments and displacements) are
then obtained for all the piping system load conditions as Indicated by Blocks
2 and 3.

In all cases the analysis and evaluation of the piping components proceeds on
cn elastic basis as shown in Block 4. The ELTEMP computer code is used to
cnalyze and evaluate piping components on an elastic basis in accord with Code
reco 1592 and RDT Standard F9-4T.

The ELTEMP computer program is operational and the calculations perf ormed by
ELTEMP have been verified. This computer program is considered to be
satisf actory for use in elastic evaluation of HTS piping.

The ELTEMP computer program will be documented, revised and maintained as a
part of the structural evaluation program for the HTS piping and will be used
in the preparation of final stress reports f or CRBRP Class 1 piping. At
present, the applicable ASME Codes and RDT Standards do not provide specific
rules f or piping at elevated temperature; only general rules in accord with
NB-3200 of the code are provided. To assure consistency, the preparation of
the ELTEMP computer program is coordinated with other ef forts to prepare
special rules f or elevated temperature pipin; f or inclusion in the applicable

,
' Codes and Standards.

A number of f allback approaches are used to assess piping components which are!

not shown to be satisf actory on an elastic basis using Blocks 3 and 4. if the

reason f or noncompilance is judged to result f rom high thermal transient
stresses, the procedure is modified to use an elastic flexibility analysis and
an Inelastic analysis of the piping component (Blocks 3 and 6). If the

reasons f or noncompliance is judged to result f rom excessive flexibility'

cnalysis f orces, the procedure is modified to use an inelastic flexibility
cnalysis and an elastic piping component analysis (Blocks 5 and 4). In some
cases both the flexibility and component analyses naed to be inelastic (Blocks
5 and 6).

It is anticipated that the f oregoing f our alternatives will be adequate f or
the design / analysis of most of the HTS piping components. However, the
applicability of the CHERN computer program must be verified f or use under
nonaxisymmetric conditions.

1
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Block 7 Identifies an inelastic analysis approach of last resort. Thistype
of analysis is required for piping systems that are highly loaded by thermal
cxpansion and thermal transient stresses such as the PHTS 24-Inch hot leg
between the pump and lHX. Block 8 is included in Figure Q110.78-P-2 to
Indicate that some Individual discontinuity regions may require detailed
culti-dimensional Inelastic analysis. In addition, limited Indirect use of

these types of analyses is anticipated in the verification of simpler design
cnalysis procedures.

The scope of analysis as described above does not include consideration of
vibration. The potential for excitation of vibration is considered in the
structural evaluation program. The ef f ects of vibration induced by the pump
impellor are considered f or the PHTS hot leg piping connected to the pump.

An analysis checklist for the piping Is included in Figure Q110.78-P'3. This
checklist will be expanded in size and detail as the analyses progress.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The elastic material properties used in the structural evaluation of the HTS
piping are specified in the ASNE Code Documents. The Nuclear Systems
Materials (NSM) Handbook (TlD-26666) is used as the authoritative source for
material prope.-ties not specified in the applicable Code Documents. Where
material properties are required which are not available in the Nuclear
Systems Materials Hendbook or the ASME Code, action will be taken using
procedures approved by the CRBRP Project Of fice to obtain the required
material properties. ;

A collection of computer files containing material property data, routines for
Interpolation and routines for material def ormation models, which are based on
the materials data given in the Nuclear Systems Materials Handbook and the
ASME Code, are used f or analysis of the HTS piping (and other CRBRP
components) .

Thermal and mechanical properties are considered in the selection of materials
f or use in the HTS piping. Further, consideration is given to material
properties In connection with f abrication procedures. For example, the need
and procedure for accounting for the ef f ects of cold work in the design
enelysis is examined. A thickness allowance is provided, in the manner
described in the ASNE Code Section lil Subsection NB-3600, to account for the
sf f ects of corrosion and erosion.

.
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For material properties critical to the design / analysis process, consideration
is given to the use of minimum, average or maximum properties as appropriate
to obtain a reasonably conservative result. For example, in certain critical
situations the evaluation of deformation limits is based upon minimum
stress-strein curves. The selection of appropriate properties is guided by
RDT F9-5T.

Materia | Agrgg@iLQD

Most of the deta used to define the allowable design stresses in the ASME Code
cere obtained from tests conducted in air. No attempt is made in the Code toi

cccount f or the ef f ects of other service environment. The LMFBR development

program has f ocused attention on the mechanical behavior of reactor msterials
when exposed to high-temperature liquid sodium, in addition to f ast neutron

. ....:::.. nd to long time aging at elevated temperatures. Guidance for.

establishing the ef fects of the service environment upon the response and
f ailure ch,aracteristics of the structural materials is summarized in Table
Q1 10.7 6-P-1'. A brief discussion of the environmental ef fects is given in the
folIowing paragraphs.

Thermal Aging Effects on Mechanical Procerties:

Typec 304 and 316 stainless steels are non-age hardenable alloys. Thus, no
significant changes in strength or hardness of annealed material would accrue
from long term aging at temperatures up to 12000F, unlike the
precipitation-hardened stainless steels. Some slight increases in strength
cnd decreases in ductility may occur due to carbide f ormation, together with a.

reduction in =the room temperature impact strength. Of more signif icance, is
the f act that these alloys will sensitize during long term service in the

0 to 15000F. In this phenomenon, carbidetemperature range from 800
precipitation occurs at the grain boundaries, the adjacent matrix becomes
depleted in chromium and the grain boundary regions become susceptible to
attack by corrosive media. Such attack is not likely to occur in sodium,
uhich, if pure, is a relatively inert environment. However, cracking may
initiate during f abrication and the other pre-operation periods when the
component is not exposed to sodium, due to environmental conditions (presence
of water and halides). Because of this, precautions must be taken during such
periods to ensure that contact between sensitized material and potentially
corrosive medie is avoided. Hence, no allowances have been made for the
ef f ects of therpel aging on the properties of types 304 and 316 stainless
steels used in the HTS piping. This did, however, demand that control be
specified and exercised during the f abrication process to prevent stress ,

corrosion and Intergranular attack.

Neutron Irradiation Effects on Mechanical Procerties

The ef f ect of neutron irradiation on the mechanical properties of a material
are generally to increase the tensile and yield strengths, and to decrease the
ductility. The actual magnitude of the ef fect is dependent on several
parameters, such as the temperature of Irradiation, the test temperature, the
neutron energy spectra and the neutron f luence.

.
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Two alternate procedures have been used'io account f or the ef fects of neutron
irradiation on the structural Integrity of components. The comprehensive
cpproach' characterizes the of fects of the neutron irradiation upon each
material ' response and f ailure mode considered by the ASME Code.

! /

When necessary, additional failure modes are considered. The alternate
cpproach involves f ind!ng the threshold where irradiation ef fects f irst become

,

measurable (In terms of structural response and integrity). If irradiation
' levels are held below these threshold levels, no fluence ef fects will take

place.-

For austenitic stainless steels (Types 304 and 316), measurable loss of
ductility (total elongation) can fIrst be detected at about 1021 nyt total

. fluence for temperatures In the range of 6000F to 11000F. The pipe wall
end-M-lif a fluence for the HTS piping within the reactor cavity is less than
1 x 1020 nyt and hence no fluence of fects are expected.

Ef fects of (Nitrogen + 21 Oxygen) Atmosohere on Mechenical Pronerties)

The selection of nitrogen gas as the atmosphere for the reactor cavity and HTS
cell was based on the desire io prevent chemical reactions should molten
sodium leak into the cavity and HTS cell from any source. However, the
exposure of austentic stainless steel to pure nitrogen for extended periods of
time at elevated temperatures may lead to the formation of a thin nitrided
l ayer. This is considered undesirable because of the brittleness of such
layers. To minimize the formation of such a layer, a small percentage of
oxygen (<2%) is introduced into the nitrogen.

Ef f ects of f Arcon-Plus-Sodium-Vaoor) Atmosohere on Mechanical Procerties

Very little is known of the ef fects of exposure to an argon-plus sodium-vapor
atmosphere on the mechanical properties of austenitic stainless steel. It is

,

possibl e that, if the sodium vapor is continually condensing on the material
surf ace and rejoining the main reactor coolant, there could be some
Interstitial transfer. However, because of the scarcity of data, it is not
possible to provide quantitative assessments of such ef fects at this time.
Practically, the potential for significant mass transf er via cendensation is
insignificant. It is judged that exposure to the cover gas should be
considered the same as exposure to IIquid sodium without loss of
Interstitials.

Surface Effects of Llauld Sodium on Mechanical Procerties

l The Interactions of the sodium environment with the material, excluding
Interstitial transfer effects, may be defined as surface effects. Compared

,

uith air testing, liquid sodium may cause certain metallic elements to be|
'

transferred from the hotter to the cooler regions of HTS systems. In
cddition, surf ace oxidation in liquid sodium is greatly reduced when compared
to air testing. It is believed that these surf ace ef fects are insignificant
in their Influence on short-term tensile properties.

Q110.78-P-13
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For time-dependent def ormation, such as stress-rupture and f atigue, the
ef fects of a liquid sodium environment are complex and need to be considered
in detail. In the case of stress-rupture, it has been shown that for a given
temperature and stress, rupture times in air are longer than those in liquid
sodium. Figure Q110.78-P-4 gives a sodium-environment correction f actor which
applied to the rupture strength data specified in ASME Code Case 1592 for
Types 304 and 316 austenitic stainless steel. This effect is used in all
eval uations where stress-to-rupture is involved.

Fatigue properties of materials can be greatly af fected by the environment in
which the properties are measured. The avoidance of excessive surface
oxidation by testing in sodium (or inert gas) instead of in air increases the
cycles-to-f ail ure f or a given strain range. These increased cycles-to-f ail ure
values observed when testing in sodium are being independently verified. No
' :r ::: In the design fatigue limits due to exclusion of oxygen effects is
perm itted.

Interstitfal Transfer Effects on Material Pronerties

in the HTS piping, interstitial carbon and nitrogen are transferred f rom the
hotter to the cooler regions. This leads to weakening in the decarburized and
denitrided regions and to strengthening in the carburized and nitrided areas.
In the case of f atigue behavior, however, the ef fects of interstitial
absorption at the surf ace are complicated because of two concurrent
mech ani sms. On the one hand, carburization can lead to enhanced crack

i nucleation at carbide particles and, on the other, surf ace strengthening
during strain-controlled f atigue will increase the proportion of elastic

i straining which is less damaging than plastic deformation. Studies Indicate
' th at, in general, the austenttic materials will be carburized. However, the

crossover from carburization to decarburization is system dependent and it is
,

i likely that in certain systems at least some of the austentitic material will
j be decarburized. Procedures have been established f or the CRBRP piping by
! which the extent of interstitial transf er for Types 304 and 316 stainless
! steel can be determined and f rom this the ef fects of mechanical behavior can

be calculated.

ASME Code Case 1592 requires a minimum carbon content of 0.04 percent f or
austenitic stainless steels. To compensate f or any interstitial transf ers,
the material is being ordered with a minimum carbon content of 0.055 percent
f or the primary hot-leg piping. This additional carbon percentage is
considered suf ficient to account f or carbon depletion in the high temperature
regions of the primary loop.

Although some carbon depletion is expected in the Intermediate HTS piping, the
specif. led minimum carbon content of 0.04 percent is considered adequate.

Q110.78-P-14 ,
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STRUCTURAL VERIFICATION TESTS

Th3 planned technical approach for the design / analysis of the HTS piping
includes the use of some methods, procedures, designs, etc. that are not f ully
developed, substantiated or verifled. To account for this, appropriate
tcsting and verification will be carried out as part of the HTS piping
design / analysis of fvt and/or LMFBR base technology programs which are
considered relevant to the structural evaluation of the HTS piping. Table
Q110.78-P-2 provides a list of completed and ongoing base programs which will
contribute to verification of design methods and, hence verification of the
cdequacy of the HTS piping.

Of specific importance is the qualification testing of the CRBRP HTS piping
support system identified as items 3 and 12 on Table Q110.78-P-2. These
prograns will qualify the load carrying capability of the vertical and
horizontal pipe clamp designs. They will also evaluate and assess the
mechanical snubbers and constant load hangers when used in combination with
the pipe clamps as a complete pipe support and restraint system. Under these
programs, models also will be developed and verified for piping restraints f or
use in the design / analysis of LMFBR piping systems.

To determine the perf ormance capabli ttles of the pipe clamps, testing has been
done at various temperatures up to 10150F and under various static and dynamic
loadings. The test articles were Instrumented with thermocouples, strain
gtges, accelerometers, load transducers and displacement transducers to gather
data frcrn which stresses and strains were calculated. The clamps were
Inspected during testing to ensure proper fit during thermal expansion
movements of the pipe test section and to assure load carrying capability
during seismic-type shocks and vibrations.

Testing was perf ormed on 24-inch pipe clamps. Shock loadings at forty
dif ferent f requencies f rom 5.64 Hz to 62.98 Hz and with corresponding forces
between 2 lbs. and 1%35 lbs. were used.

R:sults f rom all the direct CRBRP test programs and appropriate base
t:chnology programs for piping will be used to provide assurance that designs
cre structurally adequate and analysis calculations reasonable in the
cartified ASME stress report and FSAR.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

R:sponses to the NRC questions 110.27 and 110.58 provide Information relating
to the computer prograns used for the static, heat transfer, and dynamic
cnalysis of Seismic Category I structures. Of these, the f ol lowing computer
programs will be used for the analyses of HTS piping within containment:
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1. WECAN

2. WESTDYN

.j 3. MARC

4. ELTEMP

4

5. DiERN
.

6. ANSYS

7. TFEATS

above programs have been described in Appendix A of the PSAR and hence*'' * a

are not repeated in this response. Appendix A also provides Information
relating to the adequacy of these codes and verifications that have been
completed or planned. Where verif ication studies are in progress, the results
mill be provided in the FSAR.

3
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TMILE Q110.76-P-1 st .'PYr ENV!ROlM NTA1 FFFECTS tPON ANNEAf FD TYPE 304 Ale 316 SST

Loss of Interstitials*

Stress intensity Soditsn
Catancrv snactfle item Exontura Effect Basts +

Primary Limits Sr Degrading Degr ading Ave
* Degrading AveSy

Degrading Ave
S -

Creep Eqn - DNl Aveu

DNI AveOnset Tertlery Creep -

Primary & Secondary S' Degrading Degrading Ave

(and Buckling) S - Degrading Ave
5y - Degradlog Ave

Cr eep,Eqn - DNl Ave

Ont.et Tertlary Creep - DNI Ave

Creep Hardening - DNI Ave

Stress-Strain Eqn - Modification Ave

pclic Hardening - DNl Ave

total
- Improvement Ave

O Peak S Degrading Degrading Pointeseo

P S - Degrading Pointr

M S - Degrading PointY

DN1 Point
'o Creep,Eqn -

Onset Tertlery Creep - DNI Fsint'

Creep Hardening - DN1 Point..
"

Stress-Strain Eqn - Modificatio1 Point
DNl PointCycIlc Hardening -

Fatigue Curve DN18' DNI DNl

Creep-Fatigue
Interaction - DNl DNIi

Stress Rupture -

DNINotch Effect - DNI
DNI DNiFatigue Notch Ef fect -

Saturation of Hold
Tire Effects - DNi DNl

+ Basis - Denotes whether point (C+N) content or average*No significant effect expected content is used as the basis to establish the ef fect.**DN1 - Design Information not included
*** Point - Instantaneous v 9lue or peak, not

everage values,

i
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TABLE QllO.78-P-2

BASF TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS IN SUPPORT OF THE HTS PIPING DESIGN EFFORT

h Title twith Ohfactive) Status

I Thermal Transient Facility (Analysis and test to verify inelestic pre- Ongoing
dictions of ratchetting of piping - welded pipe and Croloy-to-304/316
SS Joints)

C 2 Transition weld Development Ongoing

*[ 3 Piping Supports (Establish design of pf ptng supports using load bearing Complete
Insulation - FFTF type)

; 4 Mixing Tee Studles Complete

a. Hydraulic Tests of SPTE Mixing Tee Model (water Tests) Complete

b. Mixing Tee Considerations for FFTF (water and Sodium Tests) Complete

c. 01BRP IHTS Mixer Thermal-Hydraulic Model Tests Complete

5 Fracture Mechanics Studles (To prove leek-before-break assianption)

a. Diaracterf re Crack Propagation, Critical Crack Sire & Crack Leekage Complete

b. Sodlum Effects on Fracture Mechanics Complete
;

c. Corrosion Study of Sodfisa Leaking to Air Complete

6 Evaluation of Formed & Welded Pipe Ongoing

7 Multi-Loading-Test Facility (MLTF) (Inelastic response of piping, Ongoing
stralght pipe, elbow and fee sections)

8 Simplif ted Inelastic design analysis procedure for piping systems, PIRAX-2 Complete

_ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE Q110.78-P-2 (Continued)

EASF TFOedot0GY PROGRAMS IN SLIPPORT & Tlf HTS PIPING DFSIGN EFFGtT
,

h Titf a (With b lactiva) Status

9 High Temperature Time-Dependent Diaracteristics of Materials in Ongoing
Sodlum (Mechanical properties of stainless steels and inconel 718
in air and sodlum)

10 Simpilfled methods (Program for quallfIcation of analysis models Complete

of reduced complexity and dimension)

11 Piping Restraint Ef fects Ongoing

< o

O

h
7
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;

i
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1
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i
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Figure Q110.78-P-1. HTS Piping and Support System Design and Analysis Process
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Figure Q110.78-P-2. HTS Piping Analysis Procedures
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Figure Q110.78-P-4. Decrease in Rupture Strength of Type 304 and 316 SS
Due to a Sodium Environment
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Resoonse for Line Yafves

The only large-diameter Selsmic Class 1 valves in the PHTS and lHTS are the
!

cold leg check valves in the PHTS. The design limits and rules for these
valves are given In PSAR paragraph 5.3.2.3.3 and the analytical methods arej
g!ven in PSAR paragraph 3.9.1.6.
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